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Building & Construction Review
Cost certainty and client
savings
Bauder’s unique
Moisture
Mapping Survey
scientifically
verifies the
exact levels
and locations of
moisture within
any existing
waterproofing
system. From this
testing method
the true condition
of the roof is
identified, plotted
and a visual data
report produced
that determines
the remedial
action needed.
The benefit of collecting this information is
being able to provide clients with a report
which includes the data gained from
the moisture mapping survey proving
the extent of the works required and
proposals for waterproofing options with
correct costings. In this way, the client is
assured that they are making investment
decisions based on fact rather than on
subjective opinions.
Recent roof surveys carried out on three
separate but identical 600m² buildings
revealed different conditions within the
aged waterproofing systems. Bauder
carried out moisture mapping on each of
the roofs and a full cost saving analysis

Solutions for the building sector
Founded in 2009, Aedis are a
leading building control and
structural warranty provider,
working with homeowners, selfbuilders, architects, planners,
builders and developers
throughout the UK.
To add value, reduce risk
and minimise costs for their
clients, Aedis provide building
and insurance services which
link key aspects of a project
together; whether you’re
building a domestic extension, designing
a dream home, planning a housing
development, fitting out a new office
or working on large-scale commercial
projects.

provided the client with reduced costs for
the refurbishments.
In addition to these savings, a shorter
project time will in turn reduce associated
project costs such as:
ss Shorter Contract Periods
ss Scaffolding & Welfare Hire
ss Equipment Hire
ss Labour Costs.
Moisture mapping is a quick, low-cost,
accurate way of assessing a roof’s
performance and can be commissioned
alongside a Bauder roof survey.
T +44 (0)845 271 8800
www.bauder.co.uk

Building control
As an Approved Inspector (AI), Aedis
offer a straightforward alternative to local
authority building control. Pre-construction
consultation is followed by full plans
appraisal and site inspections carried
out by their own experts. They work with
clients across England and Wales to
ensure compliance with the latest building
regulations at all stages, leading to
completion certification.
Structural warranties
Aedis also provide insurance protection
and technical inspection for structural
warranties.
If you’re building a home to sell or live
in yourself, structural warranty cover will
usually be required to secure finance or
mortgage funding. It also provides peace
of mind that the property has been built to
specified standards.

With experienced in-house underwriters
who understand the construction industry,
Aedis can provide cover for many types of
development, including:
ss New homes
ss Conversion
ss Renovation
ss Self-build
ss Social housing
ss Commercial
ss Completed works.
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Aedis are backed by a financially strong,
Solvency II-compliant insurance partner and
approved by the largest UK mortgage lenders,
including Lloyds, Nationwide, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Santander, Barclays and HSBC.
Get in touch
Visit the website at: www.aedis.com to
find out more about how Aedis can help
with your project, request a quotation or
make an application. If you’d like further
information or to discuss your requirements
in more detail, please get in touch.
T 0800 622 6903
admin@aedis.com
www.aedis.com

Wet leisure buildings for pools
or spas by Aqua Blue Designs

See on page

Aqua Blue Designs have
been at the forefront of this
specialist area of design
for several decades, and
have been fortunate to have
gained 24 awards for their
projects along the way, in
respect of their imaginative
designs.
The company has a most
extensive portfolio of these
natatorium projects in both
the private and commercial
fields, including hotels,
fitness centres, leisure
centres, therapy clinics,
competition pools, schools
and private homes, across
many countries.

Credit: panorama studios

One of Aqua Blue Designs award winning
projects (in conjunction with R. Arwel Davies & Co)

They offer a personal service to customers
and hold together the diverse trades
involved in these rather demanding pool &
spa buildings. The company aim to create
something unique in each design, and the
service and support continue all the way
through to completion.
Aqua Blue take on the complete project,
including the design of a building suitable
for this very corrosive atmosphere, plus
everything from the pool itself to the heating
and dehumidification system, and plant room.
If not on their own project, Aqua Blue is
happy to work as designers & consultants
to architects or developers. Aqua Blue has
been asked on to the design team of such
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Checkmate
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companies many times, such as when
clients require a pool hall or other specialist
area. They have also been called upon
when such buildings have failed through
inadequate design by others.

16-17

Private leisure suites often include a
swimming pool, spa bath, sauna & steam
room, and some private clients are not
content with a leisurely swim and instead
want a complete fitness suite and fully
fitted gym alongside. For really serious
swimmers who may feel restricted by a
typical domestic pool, the design includes
a counter current device, so they can
happily swim all day against a powerful
current of varying strengths. It`s the best
way in the world to keep in good shape.
T +44 (0)2380 260888
www.aquabluedesigns.net

Sunfold
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Building Products & Services News

Bounce back bollard benefits from
Patented Technology
12767:2007 100 NE4, the one piece
Night Owl conforms to relevant
British Standards and can withstand
repeated impacts at up to 100kph
and the ‘trampling’ action of wheels
running over the top of the bollard.

Leafield Highways has introduced an
economical, one piece, self-righting
‘keep left’ bollard that incorporates
new patented manufacturing
technology that the Company claims
significantly improves product
performance.

Many other similar bollards are
manufactured entirely from reflex
type material with less than
satisfactory results. The high flexibility
of the reflex material causes signs
to delaminate over time and if
and when the bollard is struck by
a vehicle, the air pressure within
the bollard instantly increases,
the bollard momentarily expands
causing signs and conspicuity panels
to crack, craze and come unstuck in
dramatic fashion.

Branded Night Owl, the surface
mounted, one-piece bollard is
rotationally moulded in a single
operation but using two different
polymers at the same time. The
neck of the bollard is made from a
durable reflex material that provides
the bounce-back capabilities of the
bollard.
The Night Owl body is moulded from
a high rigidity polymer that offers
several benefits including providing
a stable surface for signage and
conspicuity panels. Proven at
MIRA to be passively safe to BS EN

T +44 (0)1225 816541
highways@leafield-environmental.com
www.leafieldhighway.com

Engel’s ‘Galaxy’ Workwear has
universal appeal
and many other shared functional
details such as concealed buttons and
zippers, adjustable jacket cuffs and
CORDURA reinforced jacket elbows.

FE Engel, the Danish company which
is recognised as one of the World’s
leading manufacturers of comfortable
and practical workwear includes the
‘Galaxy’ range amongst its collection.
One of the company’s bestselling brands, ‘Galaxy’ offers a
comprehensive selection of smart and
functional clothing with the emphasis
as much on style and fit as on being
protective and hardwearing; the
trousers are narrower than normal,
the jackets slim-cut and all garments
are available in a choice of three
colour combinations giving wearers
a pride in their appearance and a
professional image.

Designed to suit every type of
workplace situation the collection
also consists of soft-shell and winter
jackets, a comfortable fleece cardigan,
bib-overall, boiler suit and shorts with
fabrics made from durable, two-ply
cotton/polyester yarns; most items
feature several spacious pockets

All Engel products are available
from The Workwear Trade Centre,
Milton Keynes; Telephone:
+44 (0)1908 561569; email:
sales@wtc-workwear.co.uk and
Anchor Safety, Ipswich; Telephone:
0800 328 5028; email:
sales@anchorsafety.co.uk.
For more information, visit:
http://www.fe.dk/en, email Mark
McBrayne at: mmc@f-engel.com or
telephone: +44 (0)7933 150197.

Are you GDPR compliant?
The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) is now in force. The GDPR is a
European requirement and applies to
all personal data – just like the UK Data
Protection Act 1998 (DPA). Any information
that is considered personal under the
DPA will also be considered to be so
under the GDPR. However, the definition
in the GDPR is more detailed – referring
to information such as genetic material
as well as written data. The legislation
highlights how changes in technology
have changed the way data is collected
by noting that online identifiers, such as IP
addresses, can be considered personal
data. Most businesses and organisations
hold personal data that must be
protected under the legislation.
According to SC Magazine, the leading

For a fraction of the cost in time and
money spent on Cyber Protection,
why not ensure that your hard copy

Keep the chill off this winter with
the approved JSP Surefit™ Thermal
Helmet Liner
As the colder weather sets in, JSP
have the perfect answer to keeping
your head warm on Construction Sites
or Trackside – the Surefit™ Thermal
Helmet Liner – which is fully approved
to be worn with the JSP EVO® range of
Safety Helmets.

sized so no complicated fitting to the
harness is required.
Designed to cover the entire ear for
maximum comfort and warmth, it is
made from stretchy material providing
a nice tight fit for minimal interference
and is suitable for all head sizes.
The Surefit™ Thermal Helmet Liner
is lightweight for all day comfort and
machine washable at 30oC for hygiene
purposes.

Compatibility is key when combining
PPE and this Surefit™ Thermal Helmet
Liner will prevent workers from
wearing incompatible and dangerous
alternatives such as hoodies or
beanies under their helmets.
Network Rail and the Track Safety
Alliance identified a need for a
solution for track workers who were
complaining about cold heads and
ears and subsequent ill health and
fatigue during the harsh winter
months. They approached JSP’s
Research and Development team to
develop a thermal safety helmet liner

that keeps the wearer’s ears and head
warm, allows good hearing and works
with a safety helmet.
The solution was the Surefit™ Thermal
Safety Helmet Liner specially designed
and fully approved to be worn with the
JSP EVO® range of Safety Helmets and

Keep your workers warm and safe –
trackside and on site and specify the
JSP EVO® range of Safety Helmets
with the compatible Surefit™
Thermal Helmet Liner.
For further information, please
contact JSP Ltd by calling:
+44 (0)1993 826050, by emailing:
uksales@jsp.co.uk or visit:
www.jspsafety.com

LedHERO: Brightening lives for a
lighter future
LedHERO has been established since 2013, successfully
supplying blue chip companies with high end quality
LED products at wholesale prices. LedHERO believes
that offering the best quality ensures that clients have
total confidence. LedHERO has a cradle to grave policy
which tracks the product from manufacture to the end
of its warranty, documented and logged on our CRM
ISO9000:1 2015 systems. Products soon to be BSI Kite
marked in the near future. You can download our
product specifications and IES files from the BIM (REVIT)
website: https://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/en/ledhero-ltd/slimline-led-panels/?lo=en upload it to your
Relux or Dialux system. As a family run business, we will
do what we can to ensure you win business so we can
success together, large or small every order counts.

T +44 (0)1777 703215
sales@ledhero.co.uk
www.ledhero.co.uk

4 in 1 Protection

publication on Information Security,
73% of companies are increasing their
spending on Cyber Security. It goes on
to enumerate all of the ways in which
your data can still be compromised.
Keep your hard copy documents
locked up safe – It is easy, quick &
inexpensive
How much does your company spend
on securing its data online and how does
this compare with your spending on more
routine physical aspects of security –
like ensuring that sensitive documents
are correctly filed and that desks and
filing cabinets are securely locked?

For all advertising and sales enquiries, please contact
Thomas Reilly, Sales Manager: 0121 725 1587

The PowerCap® Infinity® is the very
latest in Powered Air Purifying
Respiratory technology offering 4 in 1
fully integrated protection to the head,
eye/face, hearing and respiratory
protection in one intuitive lightweight
head mounted unit.

documents are safe by checking that
all pedestals, cupboards and cabinets
are kept locked when not in use.
Please visit: www.keysplease.co.uk,
email: sales@keysplease.co.uk or
call us on: +44 (0)20 8343 2943
to discuss how we can help you to
maintain your document security.

The PowerCap® Infinity® has been
designed by JSP’s research and
development team who were inspired
by feedback received from people
about the compatibility issue of having
to wear respiratory, head, eye and
hearing protection but also the weight,
heat and restriction of movement
when wearing a waist mounted PAPR
filter unit. Through extensive user
trials JSP engineered out restrictive
waist mounted units and hoses
which resulted in an easy to operate
lightweight head mounted unit.

a highly efficient twin impeller system
that controls the airflow through the
head-top which has a cooling effect to
maximise user comfort and optimise
energy efficiency. Real time diagnostics
monitor the performance of the airflow
twice per second and ensure that the
unit delivers the optimum level of airflow
depending on the wearer’s demands
regulating the intake and internal
pressure delivering a minimum of 160
litres a minute of filtered clean air.

Feedback is given on battery and filter
condition via the heads up display
and audible notifications and Indicator
lights on the front of the unit allow
co-workers to also see if there are
any issues. The Powercap® Infinity®
provides users with respiratory
protection to a level of TH3, EN
12491:1998 + A2: 2008 – with the
highest possible rating of APF 40. It
also offers head protection to EN397,
eye protection to EN166.B and hearing
protection to EN352-3 with the optional
Sonis® helmet mounted ear defenders
with an unbeaten SNR of 36.
All key elements of the PowerCap®
Infinity® are user-replaceable, allowing
easy maintenance and cleaning which
is imperative so the PAPR unit can be
used in very dusty environments.

Bauder achieves prominent Investors
in People Platinum accreditation
Leading the way in doors and windows
The PowerCap® Infinity® PAPR unit has

Bauder has become the first to achieve
the Investors in People (‘IIP’) Platinum
standard, the most sought after status
in the National scheme, within the
Construction of Buildings category.

results. In September 2015, Investors in
People launched the Sixth Generation
Standard, to reflect the latest of
workplace trends and robust practices
required to create outperforming teams

The Platinum accreditation is the
highest accolade that can be achieved
and is currently held by only 1% of
IIP accredited organisations. There
are currently just 78 organisations
accredited nationally and only 23
of these are located in the South of
England (figures at September 2018).

The Investors in People Framework is a
four stage performance model with nine
performance indicators which enable
measurement and benchmarking
across key business areas such as;
Leading and inspiring people, living the
organisation’s values and behaviours,
empowering and involving people,
managing performance, recognising
and rewarding high performance,
structuring work, building capability,
delivering continuous improvement
and creating sustainable success.

The accolade clearly demonstrates
Bauder’s commitment to its strong
Culture and inherent staff wellbeing,
personal development and embedded
leadership practices.
Family-owned company Bauder,
supply flat roof and green roof systems

2

within the construction industry, with a
workforce of over 160 employees located
throughout the UK and Ireland. Bauder
had been awarded Gold IIP standard in
the two previous assessments and has
gained the top accolades since 2012.
IIP was launched in 1991 to raise the
performance of UK businesses relative
to international competitors. The
Investors in People framework defines
what it takes to lead, support and
manage people well for sustainable

T +44 (0)1473 257671
info@bauder.co.uk
www.bauder.co.uk

T +44 (0)1993 826050
www.jsp.co.uk

Sunfold Systems are one of the leading names in the
window market, having first made a name for themselves
through the launch of bi-folding doors. As the first supplier to
bring bi-folding doors to the UK market, Sunfold garnered a
reputation as a leading innovator and one of the top names
to watch for emerging, modern trends.
Sunfold was set up in 1989 and specialise in providing
everything from sliding doors to roof glazing, glass
structures, balustrades, canopies, windows, front doors and
much more. Utilising German engineering, Sunfold are able
to offer a 5 to 10 year guarantee on all of their products,
ensuring longevity for all of their customers. Not only that,
but they are also environmentally minded and go to great
lengths to ensure that their materials come from only ethical
and sustainable sources. In addition, their products are also
energy saving, with their bi-folding doors, external doors and
windows all being designed to limit heat and energy loss.
The company work closely with all of their clients, all the way
from design and conception through to pricing, site survey,
CAD development, manufacturing, delivery and installation.
Not only that, but to ensure clients are completely satisfied

with their products, they even have an after sales completion
survey. In 2017, an outstanding 95% of customers agreed
they would recommend Sunfold to friends, family and
colleagues.
Contact
T +44 (0)1953 423423
www.sunfold.com

Frameclad sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 6
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Chimneys and Flues done right
with Schiedel
In this issue of Building and Construction Review, we will be looking
into the many ways the UK branch of European manufacturers
of leading flue and chimneys, Schiedel, has managed to set
themselves apart from the rest of the industry.
Schiedel’s story in the UK begins with Rite-Vent, a producer of high
quality steel products, that was established in 1967 and which moved
to Washington in 1973. Rite-Vent was acquired by Schiedel Chimney
Systems in the mid 2000's, alongside mineral plants in Dorset and
Northern Ireland. Together, the different companies became Schiedel
as it is known today, specialising in supplying everything from steel
to ceramic to pumice system chimneys. Schiedel have a presence all
over Europe with 25 manufacturing sites spread across 18 countries.
Schiedel can provide energy-efficient chimney systems, stove systems,
and much more, with the aim of improving home living in the most
innovative, sustainable and reliable ways. With their manufacturing and
distribution sites across Washington, Poole and Coalisland, Schiedel’s
products can be seen in use across the UK and Ireland. Their products
can be used for both primary and second heating, with primary
heating referring to gas and condensing boilers for central heating, and
secondary being for just one room and typically in the form of stoves,
gas fires or pellet stoves.
Schiedel’s primary heating appliances include ICS, which is a double
walled flueing system, as well as Prima Plus, the single wall flue system,
for use with solid fuel and biomass boilers, and the HP5000 for CHPs.
We asked Digital
Marketing Manager
Davinder Sangha
about what makes
Schiedel different
to other chimney
manufactures and
suppliers, to which
he explained, “Our
chimney systems
can be used for
either commercial
or residential
customers, and we have a comprehensive range of product types, such
as steel, pumice, and ceramic, which all come in a variety of diameters.
There are a number of reasons why our products can be found at the
forefront of the industry, and this includes our dedication to providing
only the most durable and long lasting products. Lifetime guarantees
are one of the biggest draws of our most popular chimney systems, as
well as our ability to provide a vast range of different products. We also
like to take the extra step in customer service, and offer online video
guides and even installation apps to make installation and usage as
seamless as possible. We also regularly showcase our small and large

clients’ work on our various
social media platform – a way
to return the support and to
promote their own work.”
One of the latest
products to
come out of
Schiedel is
the Garden
Fireplace,
one of the
most stunning
garden
fireplace
systems
available on
the market
today. The Schiedel
Isokern Garden Fireplace comes in 4 different sizes and is made using
natural pumice, like all Isokern products, sourced from the Hekla
Volcano in Iceland. It has been hugely popular, noted both for its
excellent insulation capabilities and the way it brings a unique, elegant
and modern focal point to any garden. Fully load bearing, easy to
build and installable either freestanding or against a wall, the Garden
Fireplace is perfect for any outdoor setting.
Davinder added, “Our new Garden Fireplace is the perfect solution for
outdoor heating and living. When it comes to the indoors, our Opus
ScandFire has been making waves across the UK market, and it has even
won the Best Flueing and Ventilation Product Award at Hearth and Home”
The Opus ScandFire is a complete solution, comprising of a breast,
chimney and insert stove, for those seeking a real fireplace within the
home itself. It even comes with a convection insert for natural heat
distribution. With its sleek, minimalist design, the Scandfire is DEFRA
approved, easy to put together, and is so temperature safe thanks to its
pumice frame, that it can even be built in timber-frame homes.
Dedicated to not just providing customers with the best flue systems
available, but also to leading the way the industry operates, Schiedel
now offer a comprehensive range of HETAS approved training courses
for those seeking how to properly and safely install, operate and
maintain stove and chimney systems. Held at their state of the art

training facility in Washington, the courses are led by HETAS approved
trainers.
If you would like to find out more about how you can improve your
heating with innovative and efficient flue systems, then don’t hesitate to
get in contact with Schiedel today. Alternatively, you can always find out
more information by visiting the website below.
T +44 (0)191 416 1150
www.schiedel.co.uk

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Transform your wall with Wonderwall
For this issue of Building and Construction
Review, we are happy to announce that
Wonderwall has been selected for our
Commitment to Excellence award. This is a
result of their innovative, eye catching and truly
transformative garden walls that can be used
to bring life to any setting.
The team behind Wonderwall are a group
of highly dedicated and passionate garden
designers that have years of experience
behind them, having worked on domestic,
commercial and show gardens. Wonderwall
uses a number of high tech vertical planters
to create their stunning visual displays, with
the planters being perfect for either indoor or
outdoor use. Better yet the planters are made
of an extremely durable and long lasting
resistant material.
The Wonderwall can be used in any area,
creating a focal point for a garden or bringing
life to an otherwise plain and boring wall. One
of the best things about the Wonderwall is
that it is incredibly easy to maintain. The selfwatering planters keep the plants fresh and
colourful meaning all the client needs to do is
decide on the arrangement.

The wall can be made using plants, flowers or
even fruits, meaning you could have an edible
and striking wall all in one. In fact everything
from pine to bulbs, bedding, grass, herbs
and much more can be arranged across the
Wonderwall.
Whether it’s to spice up the front face of a
building or just to provide extra growing
space on a garden shed, the Wonderwall
can be erected almost anywhere. It has been
especially popular in urban areas with the
living, breathing wall providing some much
needed greenery.
Luscious life and colour are not just limited
to walls. The innovative planters can be set
up alongside fences, balconies, arches and
window boxes, meaning you can create these
eye-catching focal points almost anywhere.
Wonderwalls can be seen all over the country
as more and more people come to learn
of the amazing benefits and easy to install
visual feature. A Wonderwall was included
at Chelsea 2017 as part of the show garden
and it has become a growing favourite of
landscapers and garden enthusiasts alike.
You can find stockists for Wonderwall across
the UK, including in Cumbria, London, Ashford,
Bradford, Perth, Bristol and much more. If you
would like to find out more about Wonderwall
and how you can revitalise your indoor or
outdoor space, be sure to get in contact using
the details below. Alternatively, you can always
check out the website for more information
and pictures.
T +44 (0)161 643 6742
www.wonderwall.direct
Instagram @wonderwalldirect
Twitter @wonderwalldire1
Facebook wonderwalldirect
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Wonderwall commercial is
literally growing upwards!
Wonderwall was introduced
to the ‘commercial living wall’
sector in February this year.
Since then the company has
experienced rapid growth.
Dave Fitton along with
Wonderwall designer Rick
McKeever are Wonderwall
commerical. Dave, an
established landscaper has
worked in the living wall
sector for over 12 years. Dave
explains why Wonderwall is far superior to
other options available:

The self-watering system is
seamless – once the planters
are interlocked, a simple
drip irrigation system is
installed. Regardless of the
height of the vertical wall,
each Wonderwall module will
recieve the correct amount of
water with little or no waste.
Futhermore, you don’t need
a complicated cage system
or intricate rear fixing system,
this means the installation time is reduced
considerably compared to other systems.

“Wonderwall is instant, it doesn’t need to
be planted 2 or 3 months in advance, the
individual pockets within the module are large
enough to accomodate established plants.
You’ll never be looking at a wall full of plastic
or fabric with some foliage peeping through.”

Wonderwall has just successfully completed
300m2 vertical green wall at Chester
Racecourse. The wall consisted of sections
both externally and internally, with the
entire installation taking only two weeks to
complete.

Contact:

0161 643 6742

rick@wonderwall-it.co.uk

Frameclad sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 6
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Servicing the construction, process, built
environment, land and property sectors
Building and Construction Review are extremely pleased to
announce that Thompsons of Prudhoe have been awarded the
Commitment to Excellence profile for its outstanding services to
the Demolition Industry.
Established in January 1948 by William and Margaret as a husband
and wife partnership, Thompsons of Prudhoe offer services in
the construction industry, including demolition and dismantling,
asbestos removal, site clearance and reclamation, earthworks,
concrete, quarries, aggregates and agricultural lime.

Thompsons of Prudhoe have locations in Northumberland,
Durham, Cumbria, Tyne & Wear and Yorkshire and are working
on many other sites in the North of England and Scotland. The
company are proud to say they are a one-stop shop and will
assist and see clients through the whole process. The 70-yearold family run business now successfully comprises Thompsons
of Prudhoe Ltd, W & M Thompson (Quarries) Ltd, and Tyneside
Minimix (concrete) Ltd, which are all wholly-owned subsidiaries of
Thompsons of Prudhoe Holding Ltd.
W & M Thompson (Quarries) Ltd produces aggregates and
agriculture lime for suppliers across the North of England,

Scotland and Northern Europe. Tyneside Minimix (Concrete) Ltd
supplies ready-mixed concrete within the Tyne & Wear area.
One of the company’s highly sought-after services is their
Asbestos Removal. The team at Thompsons of Prudhoe are
highly skilled to remove asbestos and receive regular training
and updates on the latest industry developments. Not only this,
but they have experience in removing asbestos from different
structures such as insulated flooring and roofing, pipework,
fixtures and many other materials. They hold a full asbestos
removal licence that was issued by the Health and Safety
Executive, this gives clients reassurance that the company can
complete the procedure to the highest standard.
Customer service is at the heart of the company which is why they
offer their services UK wide for small and large companies, clubs,
local authorities and on-site major industrial companies. Not only
does Thompsons of Prudhoe focus on giving a great service, but
they focus on fulfilling all services with safety always the primary
consideration. The culture of safety is deeply practiced within
Thompsons of Prudhoe, which is what makes them one of the
most favoured in the North East of England.

Column Protection News

The company uses its own plant and
equipment, spending around 4 million pounds
each year on the renewal of their specialist
equipment which not only makes them
advanced but also reliable for all of their clients.
They are accredited with Achilles Building
Confidence, FPAL & UVDB, OHSAS18001,
ISO9001, 14001 and 50001, Acclaim, CHAS,
Constructionline Gold, FORS, SAFE contractor,
ARCA and NFDC Membership and many
others.
Thompsons of Prudhoe are always working
to improve the company itself and give back
to the community, which is why they proudly
take on apprentices. The apprenticeship
lasts 3 years, where dedicated individuals
will learn the craft of Thompsons of Prudhoe
and study at college to apply knowledge to
real-life situations. The company spend around
£120,000 a year on training which is available
to all employees, new and existing, so previous
experience is not essential which gives
individuals a fair start in the working world.
The company’s plans for the future are to
grow organically with the word of mouth
recommendations from previous clients as well
as targeting new clients as well as increasing
their success rate for new tenders with existing
clients.
For further information or general enquiries,
please visit the Thompsons of Prudhoe website.
Alternatively, you can contact the company via
telephone or email.
T +44 (0)1661 832422
info@thompsonsofprudhoe.com
www.thompsonsofprudhoe.com

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Cladding News

Frameclad: The manufacturer and distributer of
light gauge steel components and systems
Frameclad design, manufacture and supply
Light Gauge Steel Frame components,
frames and structures for the construction
industry. Operating at the very basic end
of the market where clients require stock
lengths and components to the multi
storey, pre-designed, fully engineered and
assembled end of the market.

quality, professional services and products
within the LGSF market. Always looking for
betterment and differentiation Frameclad
are always looking for partners who share
common goals and aspirations.

If you have a project that you feel may
benefit from the involvement of the
Frameclad team they would be delighted to
hear from you either by email or telephone
– all details below.

Contact
Frameclad SFS
T +44 (0)1384 401114
enquiries@frameclad.com
www.frameclad.com

Basic components are formed from
galvanised coil into the required straight
sections that are then either delivered on in
their raw state or undergo further engineered
processes to be incorporated into framed
products with dimples, drill holes, service
holes etc. All of these options can be viewed
at our website: www.frameclad.com
From humble beginnings, trading materials
as a specialised merchant, Mark Munns
(Founder) has grown the business
through various phases of development
whilst adding to the management team
strategically to ensure Frameclad is well
placed to continue to provide excellent
products and services through a time of
growth. After initial forays into the world
of production involved manufacturing
component materials, the company
soon moved into making complex flat
pack frame products to the point now
where state of the art equipment, new
production premises and a highly trained
and motivated staff produce fully formed,
assembled and boarded panels and in
some cases also insulated products and
systems of immensely complex design.
These products and systems are offering
a real alternative to traditional methods of
construction and provide amazing benefits
in cost, time and accuracy. Frameclad have
emerged as a leader in quality and service
to the construction industry. Honest and
secure advice provided from a platform
of experience backed by a collaborative
approach at all stages of the design,
manufacture and installation process
make Frameclad the obvious choice as a
partner.
Frameclad clients enjoy a fairly unique
experience of being engaged at all points
through the process from ideas and design
through to sign off of design, manufacture
and delivery.
Moving forward, Frameclad will continue
to invest and strive to be the best option for
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Hardware News

Frelan Hardware Ltd
Since Frelan was formed as an agent
for various companies, in 1973, we have
grown to become one of the leading
ironmongery wholesalers to architectural
ironmongers and retail outlets in the UK
and Ireland.
We have built up a core range of over 3,000

products stocked and available
for next day delivery to most
parts of the UK with a large
range of items which have
been certified to CE and fire
tested. We also supply items in
display packs ready to display
in our customers showroom.

This year, we began a new bespoke
design service which means we can
take our customers ideas and help them
bring their ideas to life.
If a customer or their client has a specific
idea for a design for a project we will
produce technical drawings with realistic
renders of their design, if they then wish
to proceed we will produce 3D models
to make sure the design is how they
or their client imagined it and once the
design is agreed we will proceed to
manufacture. This is a new initiative for
Frelan, but we have already successfully
developed designs for several large
projects in London producing some
unique handles to the client’s own style,
finish and specification.
This together with our extensive
product range of handles, hinges and
many other hardware items, means
we can supply products for a wide
range of projects from budget to high
specification projects based on their and
their client’s needs.
And with a new catalogue to be
launched in early 2019, we look forward
to introducing more new ranges in 2019.
Although we only sell directly
to our account customers call:
+44 (0)20 8648 1500 and we will
be pleased to advise your nearest
stockist.

sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17
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Kitchens & Bathrooms News
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Kitchens & Bathrooms News

Washroom Accessories
Dudley Industries’ Platinum washroom dispenser
range promises to enhance any commercial
washroom. Made to the highest standard from
quality stainless steel the Platinum range is one
of the most comprehensive washroom ranges
available. Finished with an innovative lacquer that
helps to prevent unsightly fingerprint marks it ensures
that the dispensers stay looking clean and hygienic
whilst being easy to clean.

for the busiest of washrooms whilst delivering sleek
lines to complement the most stylish of decors.

Stainless steel provides a robust construction suitable

Designed and made in Lancashire by expert sheet

The Platinum range provides all the essentials including
air freshener, toilet roll holders, soap dispensers, paper
towel dispensers and waste bins but also includes
shower gel dispensers, toilet seat cleaners, roller
towel cabinet and hand dryer ensuring there is the
perfect mix of hygiene dispensers for all locations.

metal engineers Dudley Industries who have been
manufacturing quality metal washroom dispensers
since 1942.
The Platinum collection is just one of the latest
innovations from Dudley Industries. The company
have also recently introduced dispensers designed
specifically for the care sector. The Anti-ligature
range protects the most vulnerable through its
considered design and attention to detail to help
prevent ligatures being attached to cause self-

harm. The Dementia range uses colour cues to
help patients with Dementia. A washroom can be a
testing environment for those with Dementia but by
installing easy to use, coloured dispensers the hand
washing process becomes less challenging, helping
to maintain the independence of users for as long as
possible.
T +44 (0)1253 738311
sales@dudleyindustries.com
www.dudleyindustries.com

Flooring News

Junckers twin
herringbone

Floorstock are delighted to now offer the brand new
Junckers twin herringbone range of solid parquet flooring.
Not only does this combine the superb quality associated
with the Junckers solid two strip and wide plank flooring,
it also means that an entirely new range of design options
are available, meeting today’s growing demand for more
traditional herringbone flooring.
Junckers twin herringbone is available in two thicknesses
(14mm and 22mm) and the standard size is 129mm
x 516mm, allowing for a ’long stave’ effect which is
extremely popular and shows off the product to
maximum effect.
One of the most exciting selling points on this new
range is that it can be installed over under-floor heating
(subject to correct installation!) – this has always been an
area where solid timber has been avoided, in favour of
engineered products. Junkers supply a range of sub floor
preparation products and adhesives, and can also advise
on installation if required.
Other features of Junckers twin herringbone are the fact
that it comes either prefinished or unfinished, giving the
client and installer the option, dependant on timescale
or the type of finish required. The quality of the Danish
manufacture means that floors fit together beautifully and
carry the same performance guarantees as Junckers 2
strip and plank floors.
Junckers twin herringbone is also available in different
timber species and colours, including Oak, Beech, SylvaKet
(a fumed beech with a very warm, smoked appearance)
and the ever-popular Black Oak, which gives an extremely
elegant and luxurious feel to any property.
The final bonus of the new twin herringbone is competitive
pricing and the Junckers warranty, giving peace of mind
and affordability, together with a highly desirable product.
As Junckers largest supplier of flooring and accessories,
Floorstock have been supplying Junckers products
nationally for over 10 years, and work closely with Junckers
own Approved Contractor network.
Floorstock also offer the complete range of Junckers
lacquers and Oils, Flooring accessories including clips,
underlays, battens and cradles, together with the full
range of Junckers floors, including Sports floors.
If you are interested in hearing more about Junckers twin
herringbone, Floorstock now have samples available,
which can be sent out anywhere in the UK. Brochures are
also available upon request.
Please feel free to contact a member of
our sales team on: +44 (0)1455 234400
or sales@floorstock.co.uk for further
information and prices.

sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17
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Roofing News

Brickfab: Simply Better
Leading manufacturer of slip-clad & GRP chimneys
Brickfab, has recently added a new design of chimney
for those customers wanting the aesthetic of a real brick,
stone or rendered chimney combined with the simplicity
and speed of installation of its full GRP chimney.
The EasyFix chimney has launched with great success
and wholly positive feedback. National Sales &
Marketing Manager Robert Evans explains further, “We
extensively researched with installers, site managers
and buyers. They told us that whilst they recognised
the benefits of using a prefabricated chimney,
traditionally dressing the base with lead soakers
remained a very skilled job. As such there was the cost
of the specialist labour as well as the lead.

If you would like to find out more about Brickfab, be
sure to get in contact using the details below or head
over to the website where you can find more on their
many products, services and resources.
For further information,
please contact Brickfab on:
+44 (0)1495 759555, email:
sales@brickfab.com or visit:
Please visit: www.brickfab.com

“Many of our customers choose a chimney with a
leaded finish but as an alternative we have added
the option of an EasyFix chimney base. This base
is constructed with an integral rain channel, still
compatible with our Fast Lead option, a pre-fitted lead
apron at the front and back of the chimney, meaning
a site can simply install the EasyFix without needing
further lead or dressed soakers. The reduction in
installation time and materials generates between
£200 & £300 saving per chimney.”

• Leading manufacturer and national supplier of
prefabricated building components
• CAD designed panels for walls, soffits and spandrels
• Lightweight slip-clad arches, cills and ribbon coursing
• Brick-clad and full GRP chimneys
• GRP canopies
• Brick specials and volume slip-cutting

The only manufacturer in the UK that can
offer CGFMA and BBA Certificates on both
brick-clad and full GRP chimneys, complete
with our own 10 year warranty

01495 759 555
www.brickfab.com
Brickfab, Gemini Works, Estate Road, Pontypool, NP4 6YW

Glass & Glazing News
NEW: Smart
Blinds Film with
Variable Privacy

Retrofit Switchable Privacy Film
to your Office or Home

OPAQUE WHEN SWITCHED OFF

The technology known as Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal (PDLC) film is based on LCD crystals
sandwiched between layers of PET plastic film. When a current is applied to the film the crystals are
aligned in the same direction and thus allow light to pass through but when switched off the crystals
are misaligned with each other preventing light to pass through and thus the film becomes opaque.
TRANSPARENT WHEN SWITCHED ON

Fully Clear

Partially Clear

Our adhesive film can be retrofitted to glass areas requiring privacy, security, cleanliness, UV
protection or can also be used as a projector screen. SONTE has also developed the installation to
be a DIY solution and thus we can supply film to customers pre cut and prepared for installation
with simple to follow instructions. With the option of either a remote or Smart App controller you
can instantly transform your glass area into a secure private zone. Sonte Smart film is perfect for
meeting rooms and partitions or areas of the home wanting to remove blinds and curtains. Sonte
Smart film can also have added benefits in areas where cleanliness is paramount like hospitals or
dental clinics.
Our film is produced in widths of 1.2m, 1.5m and can be cut to any length. Film colour options
include White, Grey, Black, Pink, Blue and Green. We provide a full installation service.

OPAQUE WHEN SWITCHED OFF

It’s a simple stick, plug and play system that TRANSFORMS THE MODERN OFFICE & HOME OF
TODAY INTO THE FUTURE.

To find out more about our great products and applications or to request a
quote, please visit: www.sontefilm.co.uk | Email: sales@sontefilm.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)7876 183063
Venetian Blinds Feature
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Facilities Management News

Bringing an extra sparkle to Poundland stores across the country
TC Facilities Management (TCFM) have
secured the contract to deliver window
and external signage cleaning to
Poundland across the country.
The contract being delivered by a
team from TC Specialist Services, part
of TC Facilities Management (TCFM),
started last month. It provides window
cleaning services to every Poundland

store, 4 DCs and their admin offices in
the UK along with each Dealz store in
the Republic of Ireland.
The team from TC Specialist Services
are ensuring that the standards of
appearance to the windows and
external signage of each site will
help to create a welcoming, fresh
and engaging environment for

Poundland’s customers and suppliers.
The contract utilises innovative
software which will help to deliver
robust scheduling, monitoring and
management reporting to Poundland.
In addition to this contract win, TC
Specialist Services have also secured
an extension to the contract to

clean the windows at 678 pubs and
restaurants from Mitchells and Butlers’
portfolio which includes Harvester,
Ember Inns, Vintage Inns, Toby Carvery
and Miller & Carter to name a few. This
takes the total number of sites cleaned
by TC Specialist Services to 2,390.
T +44 (0)1737 814016
www.tcfm.co.uk

Construction Services News A hat trick that our

C O N S T R U C T I O N LT D

A commitment to SERVICE,
a commitment to QUALITY

clients will tell you
is well deserved

TC Security Services, part of TC Facilities
Management (TCFM), have not only
been placed in the top 2% of all SIA listed
companies within the Approved Contractor
Scheme in the UK, they have also passed
the ISO 9001 and 14001 management
systems audits which come in to force
next month.

At Huck Construction, we strongly believe in building a personal rapport with our customers to
develop a better understanding of their requirements and expectations. It is this commitment
which has seen us develop into a complete service contractor, taking projects from conception
through design and build to finished landscaping.
Experience
Huck Construction Ltd has gained an excellent reputation for undertaking high quality work.
Working on projects in the Industrial, Commercial, Residential, Health, Education & Leisure
industries & often being invited to quote for additional work after the projects are finished.
Creativity
We have carried out the construction of New Builds of Industrial Estates, Welfare Centres, Open
Workshops, Office Blocks, New Factory Units, but also restored and refurbished existing units
back to full working order.
Quality
Huck Construction Ltd relies on excellent standards, attention to detail, customer service and
strict deadlines to exceed our clients expectations and make us ideal candidates for future
opportunities.

Please visit us at www.huckconstruction.co.uk
J01253 701733 |  info@huckconstruction.co.uk

The 4-day visit by both auditors involved
full scrutiny of the TC Security Services
operation and for the ACS audit included
visiting both the Head Quarters and
satellite offices along with a mix of varied
customers.
The maximum overall score on the ACS
audit that can be achieved is currently 175
points. TC Security Services’ score of 164
places them not only in the top 2% of all
SIA listed companies within the Approved
Contractor Scheme, it also showed an
increase in the score awarded by the
auditors in 2017. All this shows TC Security
Services as one of the very best security
companies in the entire country.
Coupled with this was passing the ISO
9001:2015 and 14001:2015 management
systems audits. This was the fourth time
these new quality standards, coming in to
effect on September 14th, 2018 have been
audited and passed each time.
Both achievements mean that potential
and existing customers have the
confidence that not only has our service
been independently assessed against
recognised standards and procedures, it
also offers added peace of mind that all
the security personnel have been correctly
trained for the role they are performing
and our quality and management systems
meet these ISO standards.
T +44 (0)1737 814016
info@tcfm.co.uk
www.tcfm.co.uk

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Building Products & Services News

Lanes illuminates lighthouse conditions
Drainage engineers
at Lanes Group have
beaten the tides to
look deep into the
sewer system of
one of the UK’s most
picturesque heritage
lighthouses. The
team from Lanes’
Newcastle depot
was commissioned
to clean and survey
the drains and sewers underneath
the 119-year-old St Mary’s Lighthouse
in Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear.
The work was part of a wider scheme

to upgrade and
safeguard the
Grade II-listed
landmark, and
enhance its role as
an important tourist
and educational
centre.
A Lanes jet vac
tanker and a
mainline CCTV
survey unit were deployed to carry
out the work, with one key condition
always in mind, the drainage
engineers involved had to keep an
eye on the tides.

The Lanes drainage engineers used
a push-rod CCTV drainage survey
system to capture HD-quality video
footage inside the pipe network,
revealing the system’s structure and
any faults.
North Tyneside Council, which owns
the site, has been given £164,300 by
the Heritage Lottery Fund for structural
and ecological surveys of the site, and
to develop a conservation plan.
Contact
T +44 (0)800 526488
sales@lanesgroup.co.uk
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

Drainage surveys pave way
for major road upgrade
CCTV surveys of highway drains along
one of the busiest stretches of road in the
North East of England have helped pave
the way for a major improvement project.
Highways England has earmarked up
to £128m to upgrade the A19 between
Norton and Wynyard in the Tees Valley
to reduce congestion, noise pollution,
and to promote economic development.
To prepare the way for the scheme, which
involves adding third lanes to the current
two-lane dual carriageway, Lanes Group

plc has carried out a six-week programme
of highway drainage cleaning and surveys.
An estimated 30 kilometres of surface
water drains along both carriageways
of the seven-kilometre stretch of road
were jetted clean and surveyed by
teams of drainage engineers based at
the Lanes depot in Stockton-on-Tees.

One of the jet vac tankers allocated to
the highways drainage cleaning and
surveying programme was a recycler
unit, which could filter and reuse its
water, increasing productivity.

The work was carried out on behalf of
Highway England’s construction and
maintenance partner for the A19 from
Dishforth to the Tyne Tunnel.

Contact
T 0800 526488
sales@lanesgroup.co.uk
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

New distributorship for Cinderella Eco Solution
LeeSan has become the Sole
distributor for Cinderella Eco
Solution incinerating toilets.

clean ash. The toilet may
be used around 70 times
before emptying is required.
Cinderella Motion is a further
development of the popular
Cinderella incineration toilet
currently installed by over
60,000 users worldwide.

4 different toilets will be
available very soon running on
Propane Gas or 240V.
Cinderella Motion represents
an entirely new concept for
waste handling in Off-the-Grid
locations, Marine craft, mobile
homes and recreational
vehicles. It is now possible
to get rid of toilet waste in a
hygienic and simple manner.
The end product is just

An incineration toilet is a toilet
in which waste products,
urine and excrement,
are incinerated at a high
temperature, leaving only an
insignificant amount of ash.
Available around the world

for decades, incineration toilets are a commonly
used alternative in mountain cabins, remote
areas, tiny homes, off-grid structures and other
residential and commercial applications without
easy access to public utilities. Since incineration
toilets do not require the installation of a water
supply or costly septic systems, and do not
demand ongoing and messy work to process
waste, their slightly higher unit price is heavily
offset by lower maintenance over time, providing
a substantially lower total cost of ownership
than other solutions, both in terms of money and
headache.
Contact
T +44 (0)1295 770000
www.leesan.com

The Royal Academy of Arts £12.7 million
restoration project for 250th anniversary
As part of the Royal Academy of Arts 250th
anniversary, this iconic British institution is
undertaking a £12.7 million restoration funded
by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HFL), private
individuals, trusts and foundations.
Our plaster ceiling moulding and restoration
expertise were called upon when we were asked
to replicate existing plasterwork, repair areas in
multiple rooms and dismantle the historic ceiling
in the British Academicians Room. We took the
ceiling down in sections and later reassembled
this ceiling in the newly constructed wing where
the BA room has been replicated. We had to
store the 150 ceiling pieces in a secure unit while
we worked on producing bespoke moulds to
recreate missing or damaged sections. We cast

We have created new decorative arches to
match existing and manufactured and installed
a bespoke fibrous plaster niche in the main
entrance. The most spectacular room to work on
has been the Lecture Theatre where we surveyed
and secured the original ceiling. We are repairing
and replicating existing mouldings to return this
room back to its former glory.”
Our hard work has been recognised as we recently
won an excellence award sponsored by FisSkills
for this project. We have also been featured in an
article in the Premier Construction magazine.

moulds of each section we took down, to ensure
we safeguarded the original ceiling.

The UK’s Largest
Heating Element
Manufacturer
The
business,
which is
based in
Cardiff, was
founded
in 1949
by Franz
Skalitzky
and Cyril
Hodges and as a family-run organisation it is
now managed by their two sons John Skalitzky
and Alun Hodges. Over the course of its existence
Elmatic has become a leading manufacturer
specialising predominantly in the provision of
heating elements for industrial and electrical
applications.
From its fully equipped 45,000 sq. ft factory in South
Wales the group can efficiently provide customers
with high quality Mica Band & Plate Heaters, Nozzle
Heaters, Cartridge Heaters, Ceramic knuckle
heaters, Tubular rod Heaters, Immersion/Flange
heaters, Air Duct Heaters, Ceramic Core heaters,
Strip Heaters and Roller/Disc Heaters.
T +44 (0)2920 778727
sales@elmatic.co.uk
www.elmatic.co.uk
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T +44 (0)1959 571135
info@artisanplastercraft.com
www.artisanplastercraft.com

The UK’s Largest Heating
Element Manufacturer

Leading the Way
Elmatic (Cardiff) Ltd is the largest manufacturer of Industrial
Electric Heating Elements in the UK. Elmatic Ltd have the
widest product range to meet our customer’s requirements.
Our product range includes:
ääCartridge Heaters
ääMica Insulated Heaters
ääCeramic Knuckle Heaters
ääTubular Rod
ääImmersion Heaters
ääAir Duct Heaters
ääNozzle Heaters
ääCeramic Core Heaters
ääSquare Section Heaters
ääStrip Heaters
ääRoller or Disc Heaters
ääFabrication & Sheet Metalwork.

Please telephone 029 2077 8727

Email: sales@elmatic.co.uk • www.elmatic.co.uk

Frameclad sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 6

Drainage News

Two Hauraton surface drainage systems installed
at Maltby Academy School, Rotherham
The Maltby Academy School to the East of Rotherham, just off the A631,
was established in the 1930s with additional building added in the 1960s
and at the start of this century. The school has expanded and now offers
up to 1,200 student places with an age range of between 11 and 19 years.

C250, HEELSAFE 9mm
slot gratings, was used to
drain the asphalted yards
and car park.

Early in 2012, it was decided to refurbish the older building and build a
new open plan business/enterprise centre and sport science block. In
addition, the old gymnasium was to be converted into a performing and
creative arts facility.

Since its launched in
February 2010, the
RECYFIX PRO surface
water drainage channel,
featuring the innovative
FIBRETEC® grating, has
been specified and
successfully installed
in numerous United
Kingdom drainage
projects, including rail
station platforms, public
squares, shopping malls,
sports-fields, tartan
running tracks and many
other commercial and
private applications.

The £10.9 million contract for the re-development of Maltby Academy
was awarded to BAM Construction of Leeds, in June 2012. The site was
fully operational by September 2013, the start of the academic year, with
full completion shortly afterwards. Architects for the new buildings were
Bond Bryan, Sheffield office.
With the site being quite flat, and the old and new buildings’ surrounded
by paved and asphalted surfaces, it was essential rainwater is drained
effectively. Two Hauraton systems were chosen to drain surface water:
RECYFIX® PRO and RECYFIX® SLOTTED channels.
A Hauraton RECYFIX® PRO 100 channel system, fitted with FIBRETEC®

Aesthetic demands meant the surface water drainage for the paved
walkways had to be as unobtrusive as possible yet fully meet the
drainage requirement; this was achieved by installing Hauraton RECYFIX®
STANDARD SLOTTED CHANNELS fitted with symmetrical galvanised steel
covers. Once installed this system provides an unobtrusive, narrow line of
slots in the paved surfaces.
The RECYFIX® channel component is made from 100% recycled PE-PP.
The six sizes offered are 160mm wide and range in height from 75mm
to 201mm with the FIBRETEC® grating factory fitted on all models. As the
largest unit is only 4.6kg, RECYFIX PRO channelling is easily handle and
quickly installed on site.
Colin Taff, Hauraton‘s Project Engineer comments, “Being particularly
suitable for school yards and play grounds, our RECYFIX® PRO channels’
with their black FIBRETEC® gratings’ were chosen for this project as
the grating’s smooth appearance blended in well with the asphalted
surfaces.”
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

The material PA-GF, used
to make the FIBRETEC®
grating, was especially developed by Hauraton; the tough, UV resistant,
fibre reinforced moulding offers high stability and huge strength for
its weight. Complying with loading category Class C250 (BSEN 1433)
the grating can easily take the weight of commercial delivery vehicles.
The design is a real innovation as its non-corrosive material provides a
visually appealing surface finish that retains its black colour.
The FIBRETEC® C250 HEELSAFE grating was specifically designed by
Hauraton R & D engineers to enhance the flow of water into the channel.
The slots are super smooth, elliptical openings with the moulded bars
having slightly raised triangular bosses along their outside edges. As
well as providing an elegant appearance, the feature ensures surface
water is directed into the slots. This configuration also helps eliminate any
cross-flow over the grating.

Friendly Hauraton surface drainage
system installed at Dogs Trust
Manchester Re-homing Centre
Dogs Trust is the UK’s largest dog welfare charity
which cares for over 17,000 stray and abandoned
dogs each year. The charity’s latest facility at
Parkway, Denton, Manchester, was opened in
October 2014 and designed by Peter Napier and Co
to be a place where families can visit, explore and
have fun before, hopefully, adopting a new pet.
The new Dogs Trust Manchester Re-homing
Centre includes kennels for 61 dogs with
abundant space allocated for indoor and outdoor
dog exercise areas. The Centre’s buildings are
designed to provide visitor friendly facilities for
training sessions and demonstrations on how to
improve dog behaviour. Visitors will also be able
to learn more about different breeds and their
responsibilities as owners.
Of course, keeping the kennels and exercise areas

clean, fresh and hygienic is a major consideration in
the design of such a facility. Contractors McPhillips
were keen to provide the best possible surface
water drainage system, so asked Hauraton to
supply their recommended channels for trial
at the Trust’s Loughborough Centre. Hauraton
specified FASERFIX® KS 100 channels fitted with
FIBRETEC® moulded gratings. The test installation
proved very successful and with everyone liking

on detailed design, the grating is very appropriate
for use in areas where a visually appealing and
chemically resistant product is important.
the product, the KS surface drainage system was
chosen for the Manchester project.
FASERFIX® KS channels are made from Fibre
Reinforced Concrete (FRC), and for this project,
were specified with stainless steel pressings
permanently moulded along their exposed top
edges making the whole unit resistant to any
cleaning fluids used.
The material, PA-GF is used to make the FIBRETEC®
grating. This was developed by Hauraton some
years ago and has proved itself in numerous
demanding drainage applications. The fibre
reinforced plastic moulding is corrosion resistant
and offers high stability and huge strength for
its weight. Indeed the Class C250 (BSEN 1433)
8mm slotted grating, can take the weight of a
commercial vehicle if necessary. With emphases

Each channel assembly features the company’s
patented SIDE-LOCK boltless fixing system which
allows for quick fitting or removal of the gratings.
For example, 10 metres of 0.5m long gratings can
be fitted or removed in about 70 seconds – a big
advantage if the channels need clearing.
Ian Burton the Hauraton Project Engineer
commented, “With 240 metres of FASERFIX® KS
100 channelling supplied for this project, together
with 23 matching trash boxes we were pleased
the specification more than met the requirements
of the Lead Designer, Contractor and Dogs Trust
Manchester Re-homing Centre.”
For more details about the project, please
email: technical@hauraton.co.uk, phone:
+44 (0)1582 501380 or visit: www.hauraton.co.uk

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Flood Protection & Drainage News

High capacity channel system drains car park at McArthur Glen, Designer Outlets, York
McArthur Glen, the leasing, management
and marketing company has twenty
one Designer Outlets in eight countries
across Europe and is still expanding its
business. The new Designer Outlets indoor
mall at Fulford, York features over 120
designer brands including clothing, foot
ware, eyewear, home wares, restaurants
and cafés. The mall is set in 60 acres of
landscaped grounds, including an extensive
free car park available for customers.

installations successfully completed in the
United Kingdom.

Hauraton Limited introduced the RECYFIX®
MONOTEC, surface drainage system
in January 2016. The McArthur Glen
Designer Outlets mall, York, joins numerous

The MONOTEC one metre long channel
component is of a sturdy monolithic design
where the HEELSAFE grating and the tongue
and groove linking system are integral to

The RECYFIX® MONOTEC system was
installed to provide surface drainage in a
section of the car park’s asphalt surface.
Having a grating width of 100mm (Channel
internal dimension) with an overall height
of 230mm and a cross-section of 190.5cm2,
the 66 metres of channel supplied provide a
total water capacity of just over 1,260 litres.

the channel moulding. The whole unit is made of tough,
virtually unbreakable polypropylene (PP) formulated to be very
resistant to daily temperature fluctuations from frost conditions
to strong sunlight, including the Ultra Violet (UV) spectrum.
PP is naturally resistant to de-icing salt. Complying with the
requirements of EN 1433, the PP is given its UV resistance by
adding just sufficient stabiliser so that the structural strength
of the material is unaffected and a consistent appearance
is maintained. The MONOTEC channels have a loading
category of up to Class D400.
For RECYFIX® MONOTEC product specifications go to:
www.hauraton.co.uk. CIVILS section
For other case studies go to:
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Hauraton
DRAINFIX CLEAN

As we approach another winter thoughts start to turn
to darker nights, colder day’s storms and flooding.
In recent years a lot has been talked about flood
prevention, planning for bigger and bigger storm
events and the need to deal with surface water.
There is also a growing acceptance that SUDS is not, as
often labelled, just a green fad, about building a pond
or putting a green roof on a garage. It’s also not just an
easy way to blow a hole in the construction budget.
A well-designed, robust SUDS scheme will be
resilient, prevent and deal with flood water, create
a better living space for us all, offers biodiversity to
allow Mother Nature to flourish, can be affordable,
and offer low ongoing maintenance costs.
All too often SUDS are just thought of to be
constructing a pond or building a swale, whilst these
have their place in any SUDS scheme, a sensible
design approach makes use of a mix of vegetative,
hard landscape and proprietary systems to create a
robust and workable solution. There is a need to look
at Creative SUDS and an acceptance that there is no
one size fits all scheme.
Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN has been developed as a
proprietary drainage channel with the unique ability
to collect, store, clean and then discharge surface
water. During the cleaning process the product has
been extensively tested and will remove of 99.5%
TSS (total suspended solids) 99.9% TPH (total petrol
hydrocarbons) 99.8% Zinc and 99.8% Copper.
It is widely accepted that the SUDS Manual produced
by CIRIA is the go to guide for designing of SUDS,
Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN is included in this guide
under chapter 14 which deals with Proprietary
Systems. Over several years trial sites were set up
in Germany with DRAINFIX Clean, regular sampling
and extensive testing has led to the product being
awarded a converted Dibt certificate. Within the UK no
official testing or protocol exists.
Maintenance requirements are minimised, given time
a layer or cake will build up over the filter substrate, this
offers several benefits by way of biological filtration.
It is estimated that on a well-designed system,
maintenance will only be required every 10 years.
Recent UK installations have included retail car
park’s to ensure surface water is cleansed prior to
discharge into the sewer network. Further installations
have taken place for a national agency where
there is a requirement to remove heavy metals and
hydrocarbons from surface water prior to discharge.
Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN offers the unique ability to
be able to be able to collect and clean surface water,
has low ongoing maintenance costs and has been
through onerous testing. It is included in the SUDS
manual. It offers designers and contractors alike
another option to help in developing a resilient, robust
and assured SUDS scheme.
For more information on our DRAINFIX CLEAN
product specifications go to: www.hauraton.co.uk
under the AQUA section, alternatively please
contact Hauraton technical team on:
+44 (0)1582 501380.
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Innovative Technology Solutions

First4Safety IOSH Fire safety for
Managers online course
Fire Safety for Managers is designed for managers
and supervisors in any sector, and any organisation
worldwide, who require an awareness of fire safety.

Based in the centre of London, King’s College London (KCL)
is a world-leading university spread across five campuses.
With 3,600 doors across the campus resulting in roughly
three million door movements per month, KCL relies on
Gallagher’s robust access control systems to provide an
integrated, scalable security solution.
Streamlined, integrated access control
KCL was using a variety of access control products to manage
security across multiple campuses. Its key requirement was
a standardised access control system that could operate
college-wide and be scaled to include new builds.
With Gallagher technology already successfully deployed
in isolation at the university’s Guy’s and Strand campuses,
it made sense to select Gallagher as the access control
platform of choice for the entire college.
Gallagher’s access control products were easily integrated
with King’s College’s existing systems, including staff and
student databases, and sources for cardholder information.
Protection in an evolving threat landscape
Based in the heart of London, the threat of terrorism is a
concern for KCL, especially in more recent times where attacks
have taken place extremely close to college buildings.
With thousands of students and employees to protect, the

need to adopt the latest security features is essential in order
for the college to keep all areas secure, in particular student
accommodation, high security labs and research facilities.
Gallagher’s robust systems are continually updated, allowing
KCL to protect people and property in a constantly changing
threat landscape.
The value of a comprehensive solution
The overall benefits of the Gallagher security solution
deployed at King’s have proved significant. Nick O’Donnell,
Director of Estates and Facilities at King’s College London,
says the Gallagher solution. “Improves service to King’s
College’s facility users, especially its students, and reduces
the college’s reputational risk by removing technical barriers
to comprehensive security management.”
Contact
T +44 (0)2476 641234
www.gallagher.com

They won’t suddenly become fire safety experts – but
they’ll get up-to-speed on the practical actions they
need to take and gain the knowledge and tools to
tackle the relevant fire safety issues they’re responsible
for. Importantly, the course makes a powerful case
for fire safety being an integral part of day-to-day
management and business.
What does the business get?
ss Peace of mind from training that’s designed and
quality-controlled by IOSH, the Chartered body for
safety and health professionals
ss Flexibility: The programme can be delivered flexibly
so that it suits your business
ss Efficient and effective learning: Fire safety basics
are covered in a single programme
ss Globally-recognised, respected and certificated
training for your managers and supervisors
ss Memorable and thought-provoking facts and case
studies from across the globe help drive the points
home over the whole course and
ss Each module is backed by crystal clear examples
and recognisable scenarios, and summaries
reinforce the key learning points

Fire Safety for Managers ‘covers Employers’
responsibilities; fire and fire safety measures;
assessing fire risks; reating a fire safety culture and
successful delegates are awarded an IOSH Fire Safety
for Managers certificate.
Delegates can expect to get an improved organisationwide fire safety awareness culture and appreciation
of fire safety measures; active staff involvement to
improve the workplace and an enhanced reputation
within your supply chain.
IOSH Fire Safety for Managers. Brand new online
course is now live! The 1st 100 delegates will get a
discount of £100 – hurry use code BCR100. To book
and secure special IOSH discount, please visit:
www.first4safety.co.uk/iosh-fire-safety-formanagers-online

SAFE STEP: The revolutionary game changer
From the turn of the century, Architects have
been instrumental in how we live, to where
we work, in forming buildings we now
come to know as cities. Because of its cost
and durability, glass became an industrial
workhorse and impacted into society, helping
to accommodate generations across the
globe.

Safe guarding human life and property has
never been greater than in modern day
history, with the estimated valuation of the Fire
Safety market valued at 93.46 billion USD by
the year 2122.(source Markets & Markets)
Latest Fire statistics reveal that there were
564,827 incidents attended by Fire Service
between 2017 to March 2018. Of these incidents
167,150 were fires – a 3% increase on the
previous year. Statistics also confirm that there
were 334 fire related fatalities in the UK last year,
a 27% increase in fire related deaths.This figure
included the 72 who perished in the Grenfell
Tower tragedy. (source; UK Home Office)

So glass in the industrial world is simply
something we cannot live without. When
commercial glass is free from all its inpurities
it can resist impact of up to 25,000 pounds,
making it stronger than most metals!
As an employer, you have a legal obligation
to assess the health and safety risks of your
operations, and part of that assessment is
to determine the safest way out in the case
of a fire or any emergency situation that
necessitates immediate evacuation.

There is a gap in terms of Fire safety
apparatus, and in particular apparatus that
deals with BS Toughened Glass.

PowerPunch: The revolutionary
tungsten carbide tipped glass
enforcer
SAFE STEP is proud to introduce the revolutionary POWER PUNCH, the
tungsten carbide tipped glass enforcer that can smash through any
toughened BS glazed unit. The tungsten carbide tip is hardened to an
incredible 1,600hv, making POWER PUNCH almost indestructible!
SAFE STEP also comes complete with a quick release lightweight retractable
escape ladder.By incorporating the emergency escape ladder into the SAFE
STEP model, we know we have designed a piece of fire safety equipment
that is essential to any building enclosed by BS Toughened glass.
SAFE STEP the easy to use, compact piece of fire apparatus that ‘packs
a punch,’ when it matters. When every second counts, it could be the
difference between life or death!

For more information, please check out SAFE STEP website
www.safestepdesign.co.uk. Alternatively, please contact
sales +44 (0)7624 365880.

sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17

Entrapment by BS toughened safety glass can
be a daunting prospect at the best of times
but highlighted even more when escape in
an emergency situation is threatened with
all primary exits blocked through either fire/
smoke!
Through 8 Years of design and meticulous
testing, we are proud to announce SAFE STEP
the revolutionary game changer with regards
health and safety within the workplace and
home.
We are pleased to announce POWER PUNCH,
the tungsten carbide tipped glass enforcer
that can smash through any toughened
BS glazed unit endorsed by UK Building
regulations.
SAFE STEP also comes complete with a quick
release light weight emergency escape
ladder. By incorporating the emergency
escape ladder into the SAFE STEP model, we
are confident that we have designed a piece
of fire escape apparatus, that is essential to
any environment, where a persons safety
may be compromised by BS toughened Glass.
For more information, please
check out SAFE STEP website:
www.safestepdesign.co.uk
Alternatively please contact
sales: +44 (0)7624 365880.
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The Fire Resistant
Glazing Experts

Fire resistant internal glazed walls, doors & windows
Frameless fire resistant glazing systems
Fire resistant external glazed doors & windows

Your designs are unique, expressing your creativity and style.
An ethos that has never been more clearly defined than with the
Alufire range of fire resistant glazing solutions, which allow you
to design stylish interiors and exteriors without compromising on
safety.
Whether you need a frameless glazed wall for a slick modern office
building, a design that combines maximum light and excellent
acoustic properties for an educational space, or exterior doors and
windows for a refurbishment project, Alufire will do the job.

Integrity and insulation come as standard, with the EI rated systems
providing protection against flames, smoke and heat. Furthermore,
the Alufire range has achieved the LPCB certificates LPS 1158 and
LPS 1056, and also delivers exceptional acoustic values with a sound
reduction index RW of up to 47 dB.
Checkmate Fire’s specially trained and fully certified installation
team can accommodate unusual shapes and configurations in any
environment, making the style and added safety benefits of Alufire’s
fire resistant glazing a great choice for any new build or retrofit
project.

Call us on 01279 850021 or visit
www.checkmatefire.com/glazing
16
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Check and Mate
Operating within the critical sector for specialist passive
fire protection, Checkmate Fire Solutions Ltd. has
established a leading reputation for delivering costeffective fire compliance services to a broad base of
clients.
Having begun operations in 1989 as Checkmate Passive
Fire Protection, Checkmate Fire Solutions Ltd today
works to further expand its established customer base,
while continuing to support its existing clients. The
company has earned a leading position as a wholly
owned business that works specifically with passive
fire solutions, with a large part of its turnover consisting
of repeat business from prestigious organisations
and blue-chip companies. These include AVIVA, Great

Checkmate Fire Solutions is well placed to deliver a
comprehensive portfolio of passive fire solutions. Add to that
a comprehensive restructuring with David Pringle appointed
to manage the Marketing Department, new state-of-the-art
CRM software and a growing team of specialists throughout
the UK and you can see why Checkmate Fire are the
number one choice for building fire protection. Checkmate
Fire Solutions also holds several industry standards, which
allow it to demonstrate a full understanding of the issues
surrounding passive fire protection and the levels of
regulation that relate to the field.

Ormond Street Hospital among NHS trusts across the UK
and most leading construction firms.
With offices located in both West Yorkshire and Essex
within the UK with more to follow in the coming years
and additional agencies within Dubai and Bahrain,
Checkmate Fire Solutions is well placed to deliver a
comprehensive portfolio of passive fire solutions.
Checkmate’s wide expanse of services comprised of
passive fire installation and survey services across the
whole range of solutions and now also includes the
supply and installation of Alufire glazing, a BRE certified
product that’s fire and smoke resistant with some
attractive additional benefits. As the Sole distributer

and installer for Alufire throughout the UK and Ireland
Checkmate is poised to offer this unrivalled product
nationwide.

T +44 (0)121 629 7765
info@checkmatefire.com
www.checkmatefire.com

Innovative new
house wrap with
superior flame
retardancy

Powerlon® FlameOutTM is a new house
wrap breather membrane that is flame
retardant to Class B for all timber
wall installations. FlameOut has been
developed by Industrial Textiles & Plastics
Ltd, industry leaders in flame retardant
technology, and joins the Powerlon range
of technologically advanced building and
roofing membranes.
The new building membrane is strong
but lightweight, with high water vapour
permeability, and is the only product to be
independently certified to EN ISO 119252 as Class B-s1,d0 for use in all timber
frame constructions with no installation
restrictions. A self-extinguishing FR
material, FlameOut is available in two
roll sizes, 1.5 by 50m and 3.0 by 50m,
providing installation advantages for
builders. It will be particularly valuable
for use in safety critical buildings, both
residential and commercial.
Other Powerlon building membranes
produced by ITP, with ISO EN 9001 Quality
Assurance, include universal breather
membranes for roofs and walls, air and
vapour control layers and innovative UV
resistant façade membranes. Powerlon FR
UV façade membranes have been specified
in a number of RIBA award-winning
buildings, including The Word National
Centre for the Written Word in South Shields,
the Mary Rose Museum in Portsmouth, and
the Canada Water Public Library in London.
T +44 (0)1347 825200
www.itpltd.com
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Clean Water without Environmental Impact
As the population increases and industrial
growth surges to keep up, pressure is mounting
on the world to supply safe drinking water. With
new government legislations being enforced in
countries around the world, pressure is being
placed on water companies, businesses and
the social sectors to ensure that their methods of
water decontamination have minimal impact on
the environment.

Established in 2008, and with their head office
located in Sønderborg, Denmark, Danish Clean
Water specialises in developing, manufacturing
and providing advanced disinfection units to
clients throughout Europe. Over the years their
client base, including hospitals, hotels, schools,
commercial buildings and housing association,
has expanded thanks to their renowned
energy-saving hot and cold water systems.

This pressure is being met by Danish Clean
Water, one of Europe’s leaders in providing
disinfection systems that are free from harmful
and toxic chemicals, making them perfect for
the environment whilst providing perfectly clean,
disease-free water to the populous.

Legionella, which causes Legionnaires’ disease,
has always been difficult and extremely
expensive to combat as the bacteria is
protected by build ups of a slime named biofilm
that occurs within water pipes. This biofilm
is resistant to strong bases and acids, and

even to extremes of temperature. It is because of this that
older methods of combating Legionnaires was often too
expensive, time-consuming and requiring of toxic chemicals
that environmentally harmful.
Danish Clean Water’s DCW units produce a disinfectant
liquid called NEUTHOX®, containing Hypochlorous acid
(HOCl), which over a short space of time will break down the
protective biofilm and kill the Legionnaires causing bacteria
to well below detectable levels. As HOCl is so effective, it
successfully eliminates the threat of the bacteria and all
known bacterial threats.
Having enjoyed incredible successes throughout Europe,
Danish Clean Water plan to bring the benefits of their DCW
units and NEUTHOX® to more territories, with impressive

expansion and growth planned in 2018. Although they
already have a partner here in the UK, they plan on setting
up their own facility in Manchester from which they can
more easily bring their water disinfection systems to the UK
market.
For more information on how Danish Clean Water can help
disinfect your water systems, don’t hesitate to visit their
website today, or alternatively, you can always contact the
friendly team directly to enquire about your needs using the
following details:
Contact
T 0045 70290900
lars@danishcleanwater.dk
www.danishcleanwater.co.uk

Innovation from
the ground up

If you are specifying a stormwater system, it
pays to consult Tubosider. We are the leading
UK manufacturer of corrugated steel pipe
for WRc approved stormwater management
and attenuation tank systems, culverts and
tunnels.
Our products provide an infinite variety of
layouts. That means you get a simpler, more
flexible, storm water solution with less waste,
less cost to you and an installation that’s often
just a simple pipe-laying exercise.
Why choose a steel system?
The versatility and strength of steel makes
it an obvious choice when compared to
concrete or plastic systems. Our steel systems
can be precisely engineered and the finished
product fabricated to exact specifications.
The loadbearing capabilities of our products
mean they are compliant to Highways
Agency Standard BD12, with a minimum
design life of 60 years. We can design in a
greater steel thickness or with Trenchcoat
Polymer Secondary Coating to give you a
system with up to 120 years’ design life or for
an aggressive environment.
We recognise that our customers are required
to provide increasingly more sustainable and
ecologically sound solutions on site. Our pipes
are made from 25% recycled steel, and our
attenuation tanks are 100% recyclable. You
won’t find that level of sustainability with a
plastic or concrete system.
Value engineered
Our WRc certified Singlestore and patented
Twinstore attenuation systems are used in
construction projects across the UK. You can
rely on our tanks to provide better value than
a cellular crate system. Time and again our
systems require fewer manholes and less
underground pipework saving time and
money.
As a minimum, we can reduce the number
of manholes required for a crate system by
two, and normally many more. Plus, installing
one of our conventional tanks often means
that you can use a full retention separator,
providing a further cost saving.
Contact
T +44 (0)1744 452900
info@tubosider.co.uk
www.tubosider.co.uk
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Tenmat: UK leaders in Passive Fire Protection
limit the passage of fire and smoke, effectively containing
a fire to one room or fire compartment. They work by
expanding rapidly in the presence of high temperatures,
sealing off any potential route for fire to spread. All of
Tenmat’s fire protection products are third party tested and
in-house quality checked.

The Tenmat name first came about in the 80s, but the
factory site in Manchester has been operating since 1914.
Tenmat manufacture a huge range of advanced and safety
critical composite components that are used within a wide
range of global applications found within rail, marine,
automotive, high temperature as well as the fire protection
and construction industries.
We spoke to Business Manager, Chris Thompson about
what Tenmat can offer, to which he explained, “At Tenmat,
we specialise in manufacturing advanced materials and
components that provide industry leading performance
to many of the most safety critical industrial applications.
Our materials and components can be used in everything
from the automotive to the marine sector, engineering,
renewables, rail and more, though our main area of
expertise is in fire protection.”

After recent testing, it was confirmed that Tenmat’s intumescent
materials are also Low Smoke and Zero Halogen. This means
that when in a fire, the materials will give off significantly
less smoke than other competitive materials and as they
are Zero Halogen, they will not emit toxic halogen gases.
One of Tenmat’s most highly sought after solutions are
included in their passive fire protection range. These
specially designed intumescent materials can be installed
within doors, windows, walls, ceilings and floors in order to

Not only that, but Tenmat can also provide firestopping
solutions for electrical and ventilation penetrations fitted
within Metal Web Joist Floor Systems that have recently
been fire tested too. Chris added, “Our innovative range of

fire protection solutions ensure that any holes made into
the ceiling to install downlights, air valves or ceiling fans
are suitably firestopped to prevent the fire from entering the
floor cavity and spreading from one floor of the building to
the next. This, we believe, is an industry first in the UK for
providing specifically tested firestop solutions for use within
Metal Web Joist Floor Systems.”
Going into the future, Tenmat have doubled their fire testing
budget and as such will be investing further into existing
and new fire protection solutions. If you would like to take
advantage of Tenmat’s many components and materials,
don’t hesitate to get in contact today. Alternatively, you can
find out more information by checking out the website below.
T +44 (0)161 872 2181
www.tenmat.com

The UK’s leading
producers of render
rockwork, stonework,
waterfalls and trees
Information about
the services
Alan Bishop
THEMEWORKS Ltd
can offer...
Zoos
Specialising in
theming for zoo
exhibits and
enclosures, Alan Bishop THEMEWORKS Ltd specialise in
creating highly realistic, ‘virtual’ habitats, establishing the
company’s reputation as one of the better exponents of
immersive theming.
Whether new build projects or renovations, today’s
zoo designers and zoo management are completely
knowledgeable about the impact of immersive theming,
both to the public and zoo animals. Alan Bishop
THEMEWORKS Ltd has a wealth of experience in creating
themed environments, from small vivariums to walk
through enclosures. Whatever the size and scale, the
company understands the complexities of marrying
aesthetics with the practicalities of animal husbandry,
keeper/curator requirements and zoo-technical demands.
Visitor Attractions
We also specialise in water parks, theme parks, leisure
centres, museums, exhibitions, nightclubs, restaurants and
shopping malls.
Alan Bishop THEMEWORKS Ltd is one of the UK’s leading
producers of bespoke, hand sculpted render rockwork,
stonerock, waterfalls and trees.
Scenic Art
Our new team of scenic artists has strengthened our Scenic
Art department’s reputation. Operating alongside our
long established core business, we can offer the following
standalone art services: murals, scenery, decorative paint
effects, trompe l'oeil, figurative and animal painting.
These services can also be readily integrated with our three
dimensional themed elements to produce a convincing
theming package.
Private Commissions
Having won awards for our faux rockwork at both Chelsea
and Hampton Court Flower Shows, we enjoy working in the
private sector where we have carried out numerous original
projects.
We are always mindful of budget and time considerations,
and we offer a true one-to-one relationship with our client,
ensuring ideas are understood and dreams brought to
fruition.
Recent projects include rock and water features – grottoes,
follies, architectural sculpture, artefacts and other garden
ornamentation.

alan bishop

THEMEWORKS LTD
Alan Bishop THEMEWORKS Ltd is one of the UK’s leading
producers of bespoke, hand sculpted render rockwork,
stonework, waterfalls and trees.
With over 20 years experience throughout the leisure industry, Alan
Bishop THEMEWORKS Ltd is one of the UK’s leading producers of
bespoke, hand sculpted render rockwork, stonework, waterfalls and trees.
Specialising in theming for zoo exhibits and enclosures, we have the
expertise, skills and resources to create highly realistic ‘virtual’ habitats,
thus establishing the company’s reputation as one of the better
exponents of immersive theming.
On both new build projects and renovations, today’s zoo designers and zoo
management are completely knowledgeable about the impact of immersive
theming, both to the paying public but also to the zoo animals and exhibits.
Alan Bishop THEMEWORKS Ltd has a wealth of experience in creating
themed environments, from small vivariums to walk through enclosures.

T +44 (0)7885 638218
alanbishop@mac.com
www.alanbishopthemeworks.co.uk

Please visit www.alanbishopthemeworks.co.uk
Contact 01428 481987/07885 638218 | Email alanbishop@mac.com
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Artificial plants & trees for businesses
At Just Artificial, we work with
interior designers, decorators, set
dressers, architects and more to set
your premises apart from the rest.
Our artificial plants, flowers, and
trees are highly realistic to look and
touch, as well as being durable and
attractive.

Whether you need simple plants
and trees that don’t need tending
to or you’re going for a full artificial
landscape with turf, hedges and
more, we have existing products
and the capacity to create custom
designs for any need and budget.
We’ll offer a no obligation quote
to help you plan your projects and
we can tailor our service to fit your
needs.

Our master craftsmen construct
each one with painstaking care and
attention to create exceptionally
‘real’ artificial trees and we offer
bespoke solutions to suit the needs
of your space, business and tastes.

Whatever your choices, we have the
design experience and know-how

needed to make you stand out. We can work with
your design to make your premises look incredible,
whatever the space and whatever the industry. We
can even help you develop the design, drawing on
years of experience.
Visit our mobile friendly website:
www.justartificial.co.uk now or call
us on: +44 (0)1524 858888 or email:
sales@justartificial.co.uk – we can
offer discounts for trade on bulk
orders and we know how to work
with procurement managers and
corporate buyers to help you finance
your design. We’d love to work with you.

New trade torches make light work of dark jobs
A new range of trade torches are set to give all
the light professionals need. The range of Zoom
torches, from Ring, combines high power LED
technology with lightweight, robust materials and
long battery life, making them ideal for use on site.
Uniquely, the torches feature a 6x optical zoom, for
either broad illumination or a bright, narrow beam
for focused work or seeing into the distance.
The rechargeable torches come in four sizes, plus
there is a headtorch that incorporates the same
high performance technology. All come with USB
to micro-USB charging cable – ideal for recharging
anywhere – and built-in IC protection to prevent
the Li-ion battery from overcharge or discharge.
The LED light emitted from the torches also has a
white colour temperature – between 6,000K and
6,500K – providing light that is closer to daylight
than a conventional torch. This makes for a more
comfortable working environment, which is
essential for working in dim or dark conditions for
long periods of time.
The range includes:
ssThe Ring RIT1010 Zoom110 Micro LED
Inspection Torch: At just 8.3cm long, it provides
a bright 110 lumen output, and has magnetic
base for hands-free use. The perfect option for
a pocket torch that is lightweight, but powerful
enough to illuminate a dark space. SSP £.16.99
ssThe Ring RIT1040 Zoom150Duo LED
Inspection Torch: Combines a powerful 150
lumen torch with a 150 lumen LED lamp. This
versatile torch is the ideal all-in-one lighting
solution. The wide-angle lamp illuminates the
entire work area, while the torch allows for

seven hours, meaning no need to recharge
during a working day, and the 4x optical zoom
gives the option of a focused beam or a broad
illumination. For hands-free light, this is the
ideal solution. SSP £34.99.

a more focused beam – and still has the 6x
optical zoom. It also had a magnetic base for
hands-free use. SSP £39.99
ssThe Ring RIT1050 Zoom300 LED Inspection
Torch: Provides up to 300 lumen LED light, for a
more powerful lighting option. The battery on
the Zoom300 lasts up to 10 hours, meaning less
recharging. It has magnetic base for hands-free
use, and also incorporates a power bank: ideal
for an emergency recharge if your phone dies
or when on site or on the road. SSP £29.99
ssThe Ring RIT1060 Zoom750 LED Inspection
Torch: The largest of the Zoom torches, it emits
a powerful 750 lumens, with an impressive
battery life of up to 11 hours. It also features a
power bank: ideal for an emergency recharge if
your phone dies or when on site or on the road
all day. SSP £49.99
ssThe Ring RIT1070 Zoom240 LED Head
Torch: Designed for comfortable all-day use,
the Zoom240 headtorch is lightweight and
rechargeable – ideal for using onsite or when
working in dark areas. The battery lasts up to

All of Ring’s products undergo thorough
testing in our ISO: 19001-accredited Quality
Assurance facilities, to ensure that they perform
to the exceptionally high standard needed by
professionals, and to guarantee their endurance
in tough conditions. The Zoom torches are all
made with lightweight aluminium, so they are
comfortable to carry all day but can also withstand
inevitable the knocks and drops.

E & SW Knowles
opens the door
to quality
E & SW Knowles have been leading the door manufacturing
industry for the last 95 years.
The family-run business is dedicated to providing customers
with the highest quality services, and products, such as FSC
timber products as well as meeting the latest regulations
and standards, including ISO 9001.
Industry pioneers, with products including ‘forest friendly’
fire-rated doors up to 2 hours FD120 and acoustic doors
up to 45DB doors that comply with both fire and sound.
Within their extensive range, E & SW Knowles have recently
invested in their processes, workforce and equipment.
They’ve invested €250,000 on a brand new state of the art
UV roller coating line for the factory floor, which will improve
the quality of the lacquered finish of – doors as well as
reducing their lead times by 2-3 days.
The new line will enable E & SW Knowles to increase their
door volumes, production quality and drying times. £25,000
has also been spent on automated handling system to help
factory floor staff work smarter, safer and swifter.
“We want to be able to continue to provide our customers
with quality products without them being impacted by long
lead times, particularly for bespoke products,” explains
Steve Horner.

The Ring Zoom range is available at Toolstation,
Halfords, Screwfix and independent retailers
nationwide.

“We also want to continue to expand and lead the field
for another 95 years, if not more, and this investment will
enable us to do just that.”

T +44 (0)113 213 2000
www.ringautomotive.com

T +44 (0)845 838 7414
sales@eswknowles.co.uk
www.knowlesskirting.co.uk

Premier PHF Suppliers to the Trade
Floor Heating Systems products
are sold throughout the world
under our brand name Varme.
The Varme brand covers
our comprehensive range
of underfloor heating and
associated products, from the
traditional electric cable and
mat kits, to our wide range of
water based systems including

the new state of the art low
profile water based Aqualay
system. All of our products are
manufactured to the highest
quality and our customer
service is second to none.
T +44 (0)1159 834259
sales@varme.co.uk
www.varme.co.uk

Select Products Merchant Distribution
designed, patented and manufactured
their own range of plastic access panels.

Select Products is part of the Select
Group of Companies Ltd which was
established in 1988. As a company,
they develop a range of unique
and innovative products within the
construction industry.
Select Products International (SPI) offers
different merchants and distributors a
wide range of brands, a few of which
include Rothenberger, Loctite, Opella,
Jubilee, La-Co, Wiseman and BoilerMag.
The company pride themselves in
saying that they are recognised by the
plumbing industry for the professional
brands that Select Products supply
and for their own range of plumber’s

Customer service is at the heart of
the company which is why they offer
benefits to merchants such as next
day delivery, single source supplier, a
flexible and friendly service and top
professional brands.
webbed abrasives, A-Braid® CleanFit
and CleanTex.
SPI has great contribution in the access
panel market, which offers a wide range
of metal and plastics access panels.
SPI can happily say that they have

For further information or general
enquiries, please visit the Select Products
website. Alternatively, you can contact the
company via telephone or contact form.
T +44 (0)1803 540154
sales@selectproductsltd.com
www.selectproductsltd.com

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Thermostats, Water Boiler, Dryer & Heating Spares
UK Spares has 25 years of expertise in
distributing genuine manufacturers spare parts
to the electrical trade. We are of the prime
suppliers of spares within our main area of
expertise which is electric water heating and
electric space heating. We are part of UK Electric
Ltd and have a range of sister companies
involved in a diverse range of activities
associated with electrical, electronic, mechanical,
lighting and controls.
We are always happy to try and assist with
unusual requests for spare parts that you are
unable to find elsewhere.
With replacement part prices starting from just a
couple of pounds, UK Spares stocks a range of
genuine spare parts from brands such as Creda,
Dimplex, Instanta, Whirlpool and Zip. UK Spares
removes the need to replace a complete unit for
the sake of a lost control knob, faulty element or
broken tap handle.
We use the latest data specs, up-to-date
information and extensive product knowledge
teamed with our years of knowledge and
expertise in order to identify the correct spare
part for each individual request.
With over 2,000 product lines in stock and
thousands of others available to order UK Spares
can quickly source even the most obscure spares
from its extensive network of suppliers.
T +44 (0)1454 620500
www.uk-spares.com

Denso selected for
RHS Garden Wisley

Resin Bound Paving Systems
As part of refurbishment works at the Royal Horticultural
Society’s Garden at Wisley in Surrey, Winn & Coales (Denso)
Ltd has supplied Densoseal 16A™ for the prevention of water
ingress via cable entry ducts in the switch room and power
stations on site.
A self-supporting, non-setting mastic, Densoseal 16A™ was
developed for the sealing of cable ducts, conduits and service
entry pipes or sleeves from the ingress of water and gas. The
firm, fibrous mastic creates a flexible seal around electrical
supply cables and is particularly suitable for ducts that are wet or
liable to water entry. Compliant with British Telecom Specification
M212C, it can also be used for the profiling of mechanical
joints on hot pipes to permit the application of tapes.
The flagship garden of the Royal Horticultural Society
covers 76-hectares (240 acres) and the three new power
stations and renovated switch room are part of a program
of investments taking place at the site in the coming years.
Donated to the RHS in 1903, the site has evolved from its
woodland beginnings into the cultivated gardens in place
today, with further updates to the landscaping taking place
as part of the planned renovation works.

SUDwell™ are using their vast experience in resin bound
surfacing to offer Resin Bound kits to both trade and DIY
customers.
Their Resin Bound Gravel kits are easy to install
accompanied with online video tutorials, giving
guidance on all aspects of installation.
SUDwell™ All-Weather Resin provides a high strength
resin that is UV Stable, and moisture tolerant, and gives
plenty of working time.
SUDwell™ Resin Bound Kits ideal for use in a variety of
applications such as driveways and garden landscaping
projects, paths and patios.

SUDwell™ Silver Kit

SUDwell™ Red Kit

ONLY £29.70

www.theresinbondedslabcompany.co.uk
Email: info@theresinbondedslabcompany.co.uk
Telephone: 01424 830494

T +44 (0)208 670 7511
www.denso.net
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Energy efficient, sustainable
building materials and products
Established in 1998 and now in its 20th year, Ecomerchant
is a popular and successful independent employee-owned
business that supplies building materials to the trade.
Based on the core values of ethical trading, healthy materials
and sustainability, Ecomerchant have built up an excellent
reputation as a provider of reliable and proven construction as
well as offering a quality alternative to existing materials.

Higher levels of sustainability are most commonly found
away from the large-scale developer market with customers
who have a specific need or desire to build to more exacting
performance standards and where quality and durability
are important. Typically Ecomerchant’s customer base look
for higher levels of performance, reduced environmental
impact, improved occupant comfort and health and lower
operating costs. Many of Ecomerchant’s customers are in

the self-build and custom build market, with increasing
demand from local developers, regional builders, social
housing, and the health and education sectors. These are
the sectors that will drive change and raise standards in
UK construction, not by regulation and compliance but by
a desire to build to higher standards, this is where some of
the best examples of genuinely sustainable construction can
be found.
To meet this demand, Ecomerchant supply a vast range of
products and materials including, insulation, airtightness,
sheathing and sarking boards, timber windows & doors,
lime and clay plasters and renders, natural paints,
renewable energy products, water saving and off-grid
systems, groundwork and landscaping materials and so
much more all chosen to help create healthier and more
energy efficient homes, schools and workplaces.

Self build • New build
Refurbishment • DIY • Off Grid
Building Shell Materials • Insulation
Windows & Doors • Sunpipes and Rooflights
Airtightness • Lime and Clay Plasters
Natural Paints • Maintenance and Cleaning
Renewables • Landscaping • Water and Drainage
Sewage Systems and much more

Over the past few years, Ecomerchant has seen an
increase in the demand for natural alternatives to many
building materials, many natural materials outperform
their modern synthetic alternatives but without the
unwanted environmental consequences. Ecomerchant
has developed a range of solutions and products offering
higher energy performance and building efficiency with
minimal impact on the environment.

All Ecomerchant’s products are chosen for their ability to
eliminate, reduce or significantly improve environmental
performance, improve building health and reduce running
costs. New products are always being added with
continuing focus on innovative and low impact materials
to customers with a better way to build.
Ecomerchant carries large stocks of materials and
covers the whole of the UK form a number of warehouse
locations. Over the last few years focus has been on
developing the e-commerce side of the business which
has been driven by customer demand. With over half
their sales generated by users on tablets or mobiles
via their website, Ecomerchant has helped customers
by matching their needs for a responsive and flexible
approach to ordering building materials. In addition,
there is a wealth of news, informative articles, videos and
technical information hosted on the website plus regular
newsletters to keep subscribers up to speed on building
materials and practices.
Visit Ecomerchant’s web site to see more; many products
are available to buy online. Ecomerchant’s knowledgeable
and helpful staff will be happy price your enquiry, answer
technical questions, take orders or provide quotations.
Services and products
ss Insulation, wood fibre insulation boards and batts,
sheep’s wool & cellulose
ss Internal wall insulation
ss External wall insulation
ss Boards & sheet materials
ss Roofing materials
ss Paints & timber protection
ss Airtightness membranes tapes & accessories
ss Lime Plasters, mortars, renders, putties & paints
ss Lime floor screeds
ss Roof Lights & Sunpipes
ss Steel Guttering
ss Rainwater harvesting
ss Sewage Treatment
ss Erosion control & water management
ss Natural landscaping geotextiles & weed control
ss Natural cleaning products.
T +44 (0)1793 847444
info@ecomerchant.co.uk
www.ecomerchant.co.uk

Call 01793 847444, email info@ecomerchant.co.uk
www.ecomerchant.co.uk or buy online
sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17
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Wonderwall: Modern planters for indoor or outdoor use
Wonderwall are one of the UK’s leading producers
of unique decorative garden products, comprised
of a skilled team of passionate designers. They are
most renowned for their planters, for use indoors
and outdoors, and which can be used to create
an array of stunning designs. Each planter is easy
to use and resilient to all weather types in light of
the planters’ durable and weather proof material.
Wonderwall’s ground-breaking design has allowed
gardeners to bring life back into a drab urban
space, transforming the bleak into the beautiful.
The planters not only look stunning, but are also

maintain large displays with little upkeep. This
allows them to focus their attention on the look
of the wall, bringing their imaginations to life and
creating their own masterpieces.

unrivalled in their design, providing a selfwatering function that enables gardeners to

The company have truly revolutionised the simplicity
of producing a fantastic, potted wall that brings the
wonder of nature into any modern space. So if you
would like to get your hands on one of Wonderwall’s
vertical planters, take a trip to your nearest garden
centre. For any further enquiries, or if you would
like to get in contact with Wonderwall, feel free to
telephone them on the number below.

Contact
T +44 (0)161 643 5742
sales@uspcreations.com
www.wonderwall.direct

Designer Contracts
introduces new
furniture and
lighting ranges

The UK’s largest flooring contractor and
interior design experts to the new build
sector, Designer Contracts, has launched
new furniture and lighting packs, enhancing
its current offering. The furniture packs are
available in three options; ‘Choice,’ ‘Ideal’
and ‘Supreme’ and tailored to suit individual
budgets.
There’s also a children’s furniture package,
which features a selection of fun designs.
The packages have been developed to offer
a one-stop-shop furnishing solution, and are
ideal for two or three bedroom properties,
comprising of bedroom, lounge and dining
furniture.
The fully co-ordinated packages are available
to suit all interior tastes, whether that’s
traditional or contemporary, and can be
worked to create a custom look. For clients
looking for a tailored scheme, the company’s
interior design team can create a bespoke
solution.
Lighting packages include energy efficient
and low energy LED ceiling fittings with
matching table and floor options. Lamp
shades are also available in an assortment
of shapes and sizes to conceal bulbs where
a ceiling fixture isn’t required. Packages
are available in three styles; ’Select,’ which
represents excellent value for money, the
prestigious ‘Supreme’ offers a more luxurious
selection of fittings, while ‘Glow’ is a colourful
range – great for a children’s bedroom.
In addition to furniture and lighting, hardware
and linen packages provide all the basics
needed, including cutlery and towels,
providing a one-stop-shop option.
Designer Contracts operates across 12 UK
regional facilities. As well as curtain and blind
packs, the company provides furniture and
lighting packs and operates a showhome
design division.
www.designercontracts.com
Follow us on Twitter: @DesignerContrac or
Facebook: Designer Contracts.
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Supertouch: Celebrating 20 years in the PPE and workwear industry
Entering into its 20th year Supertouch, the
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and
Workwear specialist, is marking its birthday
with the opening of a new head office at its
distribution centre in Smethwick.

Rabone Park, Smethwick has more than 60,000
sq. ft of distribution space, and employs over 75
members of staff. The site will become the official
headquarters of Supertouch in October of this
year.

Founded in 1996 by Parvez Akhtar and his family,
the firm was originally based in Brentwood,
Essex but made the strategic decision to relocate
the entire business to the Midlands, to help
support its continued growth and expansion.

Supertouch sells a complete range of PPE and
Workwear from high-vis to flame-retardant
clothing across a number of industries including
construction, pharmaceuticals, rail and
manufacturing. Mr Akhtar still has an active
role in the business as Chairman, together
with his two sons who are part of the senior

The National Distribution Centre (NDC), located in

management team, led by Managing Director
Sarah Bridge.
Now one of the largest manufacturers and
suppliers of PPE and Workwear in the UK,
Supertouch is renowned for the quality of its
products. The business has recently been
identified as one of the London Stock Exchange’s
1,000 Companies to Inspire Britain.
T +44 (0)345 130 9922
info@supertouch.com
www.supertouch.com

Leading Services
in the Water
Industry

H.D. Services Ltd was first established in 1984
by the current Company Director, Frank Harris.
Based in Ashley Green, Bucks, the company
pride themselves in saying that they are a
family run business that operates throughout
the South-East, offering solutions for sewage,
water, soakaway and renewable heat. The
company specialise in the design, supply,
installation and maintenance of sewage
treatment systems – which can be bespoke
designed – the construction and development
of boreholes and soakaways as well as the
installation and maintenance of open loop
ground source heat pump systems.
Customer service is at the forefront of the
company which is why they provide onhand advice and support on dealing with
the Environment Agency, applying for the
Renewable Heat Incentive and information
on all services available. Consequently, the
company have received great recognition at
the National Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Awards and achieved RHI Installer of the year
for the South East and East of England regions
in 2015 and 2016. They have gone on to be
awarded High Commendations in RHI Installer
and Small Scale Project of the Year categories
in 2017 at the Energy Efficiency and Health
Homes Awards.
One of the products H.D. Services Ltd
manufacture and supply is the Open-Loop
heat pump installations, to which we asked
Rebecca what the benefits of an open-loop
heat pump were, her response was, “We
strongly believe that the Open-Loop ground
source heat pump systems we design and
install are not only the most efficient way to
heat your home in the South-East but that
our cable-tool percussion drilled boreholes,
from which the heat source is abstracted,
are also kinder to the aquifers than the rotary
drilled boreholes associated with closed-loop
systems.”
T +44 (0)1494 792000
enquiries@thehdgroup.co.uk
www.hdservicesltd.co.uk

sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17
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Thomas & Adamson grows London office with Associate Director appointment
Thomas & Adamson, the
international project management
and cost consultancy firm, has
appointed Ian Lloyd as Associate
Director (pictured) for its growing
London office. Ian Lloyd will lead
the delivery of cost management
services for many of Thomas &
Adamson’s projects in London and
the South East.
Ian has over 20 years experience

of financial and cost management
in and around London. He
joins Thomas & Adamson from
McBains Cooper where he was
a Project Director responsible for
the cost management department
in their London Office. He brings
with him extensive experience
in a number of sectors including
residential, retail, commercial,
healthcare, hotels, arts, cultural
and leisure.

Ian is currently involved in a
number of schemes, most notably
the fit-out works for Jaguar Land
Rover at their Gaydon Campus
he is also working on a number
of projects across the estate of
The Royal Brompton & Harefield
Hospitals Charity.

Palace, Ashmolean Museum in
Oxford and Queen Elizabeth Hall,
Purcell and Hayward Galleries in
South Bank. He holds a Bachelor’s
of Science with Honours in Quantity
Surveying and is a Professional
Member of the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (MRICS).

A few of his notable projects
include refurbishment and
conservation work on Kensington

Contact
T 00971 45584785
www.ih-c.com

The UK’s leading
distributor of
electronically
operated sliding
windows

Autoslide Ltd is the UK’s leading distributor of electrically
operated sliding windows and are proud to have
supplied reception screens to many office projects over
recent years, providing solutions to the ever-changing
modern working environment.
Autoslide’s bespoke screens are made from aluminium
or steel frames and made with an aesthetic, slim
design. Autoslide screens offer not only sound
absorption, protection and privacy, but the versatility
of electric operation, meaning that with the touch of a
button, the screen can be opened and closed, fully or
partially, to meet the demands of a busy reception.
Autoslide screens are suitable for both indoor and
covered outdoor installations. The sliding screens
have different profile depths which can accommodate
a variety of glass thickness to suit the needs of the
application. From 6mm safety glass to multi-layered
attack resistant glass or 24mm double glazed units.
Staff are now in control of their working environment,
closing off an administration office from a noisy or
draughty corridor, or quickly closing to provide a
protective barrier when threatened in a public reception.
The operators have the option to open the screen to
a level they are comfortable with, also eliminating the
need to lean over a busy desk to manually slide a
screen open or closed.
Autoslide screens can also be supplied with fire
resistant glass. Their fire resistant screens use powder
coated steel frames, glazed with 30 or 60 minute
fire resistant glass. Screens can be supplied with
an electronic control unit which can be linked to the
building alarm system, which when triggered will close
the screen automatically.
If you would like to get in contact with Autoslide,
telephone them on the number listed below.
Alternatively, if you would like more information on any
of their products, why not visit their website below.
T +44 (0)1635 239647
www.autoslide.co.uk
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Perforated Image Panels
E E Ingleton have completed further projects using
their new PicPerf© image perforation system.
Using the new software, anodised aluminium
panels were manufactured for Thames
Archtectural, and installed in Berkeley Homes
Victory Pier luxury apartment development
in Gillingham, as well as for ambulance bay
screen panels at University College Hospital in
London. Both projects called for very high open
area panels to meet ventilation requirements,
whilst retaining striking images and patterns.

The Victory Pier panels feature seven different
waterbirds along the car park frontage,
whilst the UCL installation was based on the
architect’s ‘funky trees’ concept.
The PicPerf© system is proving highly effective
where designers require a visually striking
and unique installation, and has been used
for a number of prestigious projects including
Debenham’s flagship Oxford Street store for
Dane Architectural and Kingston’s Riverside
development in Kingston upon Thames for

Cadisch MDA. The Kingston Riverside panels
were based on a scenic photograph and
also a classic motion study by the Victorian
photographer Eadweard Mybridge. The
Project Lions perforated panels & embossed
soffit panels were based on a classic French
Lace pattern.
Contact
T +44 (0)114 275 7834
sales@eeingleton.co.uk
www.eeingleton.co.uk

Leaders in the field
for over 27 years

CopriSystems is a market leader in the design,
manufacture and installation of warehouse
extensions, shelters, canopies, freestanding
buildings, bespoke structures and sport domes
for over 27 years.
With the price of moving to a new site,
CopriSystems allows your company to
expand with an affordable solution with many
purchasing options, including rental. Our
structures can fix directly to existing concrete,
preventing additional foundation costs.
With single open spans up to 60 metres and
unlimited length, we’re confident we can
offer a structure that meets all your business
requirements.

Our structures conform with building
regulations for wind and snow, whether using
galvanised steel, Glulam wood or aluminium
with a PVC covering or steel cladding to
different specifications.
In offering full turnkey projects, starting with the
correct design, through planning (if required)
and onto installation including lighting, doors,
groundworks and a number of other additions,
we endeavour to make the process as pain
free as possible. In doing this, we’re willing to
work over weekends and schedule works to
suit your business timescales.
For more information, please have a look
on our website where we’re sure you will
find a structure perfect for your business;
www.coprisystems.com alternatively,
call our office on: +44 (0)1380 830697.

Ecomerchant sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 23
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Hauraton surface water drainage system installed at
new automotive showrooms and servicing centre
Developed by CJ Automotive Group,
the £9.5 million Lightcliffe automotive
dealership showroom complex and
servicing centre is the first in Wales to
have all the Volkswagen Group car
and commercial vehicle brands;
Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda and Seat
on one site.

workers found the RECYFIX® PLUS easy
to install, “With each one metre channel
assembly only weighing 10.9kg one
man could lift and position each unit
during the installation phase.”

For more details and project
support, please email:
technical@hauraton.co.uk or
phone: +44 (0)1582 501380 or
visit: www.hauraton.co.uk

Nearly 700 metres of Hauraton
RECYFIX® PLUS 100 Type 010 surface
water drainage channels, factory
fitted with ductile iron HEELSAFE
6mm slot grating to loading Class
D400 were installed at the new
VW Group dealership at The Point,
Llandudno Junction, Wales.

Each RECYFIX® PLUS channel
component is moulded from
100% recycled polypropylene (PP)
with galvanised steel pressings
permanently fitted along the exposed
top edges. Channels supplied to the
VW site were factory fitted with 6mm
slot HEELSAFE ductile iron gratings.
The gratings on both channels’ and
access points’ being treated with a
corrosion resistant coating (KTL).This
treatment is absorbed by the ductile
iron, allowing Hauraton to give a
life time guarantee against rusting
alleviating any concerns raised by
consulting engineers, Rolton Group.
Main contractor, the Watkin Jones
Group commenced work on this
project in 2013, handing over the
finished prestigious complex in May
2014. The new showrooms aim to
provide 200 new job opportunities
to the Llandudno area.
Ian Burton, the Hauraton Project
Engineer was please that ground-
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FIBRETEC® Coloured gratings for RECYFIX® PRO & FASERFIX® KS
In addition to the popular BLACK version, FIBRETEC gratings
are now available in three pastel colours. Moulded using
coloured PA-GF granules, BLACK is joined by SAND (Light
Tan), FERN (Light Green), and STONE (Mid Grey).
These FIBRETEC gratings are available with the company’s
RECYFIX PRO 100 and FASERFIX KS 100 channels, both
providing a loading category of Class C250.
In all cases, the FIBRETEC grating has an intake cross
section of 372cm²/m.
RECYFIX PRO 100 channels are moulded from 100%
recycled polypropylene (PP). Available in various heights
ranging from 75mm to 250mm they provide drainage cross
sections from 35cm² to 192cm². The heaviest one metre
channel, with the FIBRETEC grating fitted, is only 5.8kg.

FASERFIX KS 100 channels are made from the company’s
Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC) and have galvanised
steel housing moulded into the FRC to take the grating.
Available in various heights from 80mm to 274mm they
provide drainage cross sections from 34cm² to 206cm².
The heaviest one metre channel, with the gratings fitted,
weighs 51kg. The FIBRETEC gratings are also available on
the step-fall versions of the FASERFIX KS channels.
The new colours have been selected to blend with surfaces
and the surrounding landscape. For instance the FERN grating
can be used to blend in with a real or artificial grassed area,
such as a sports field, whilst the SAND and STONE colour
could be chosen to blend with lighter block paving colours.
Tim Connolly, Managing Director of Hauraton Limited says,
“The introduction of the FIBRETEC coloured gratings into

The best in roof
truss, joist design
and manufacturing

the UK allows customers more choice when it comes to
blending our gratings with surroundings.”
For Hauraton product specifications,
go to: www.hauraton.co.uk
For case studies, go to:
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Rafferty Roof Trusses are proud to be
world-class designers and manufacturers
of roof trusses, joists, tiles and accessories,
including: Samca, Redland and Lagan.
All of their products are made to the highestquality, with the best materials currently on
offer within the industry.
The company’s famous Roof Trusses can be
made to order from exact client specification,
whether it is for commercial or home use.
The company aim to competitively price
their products to enhance cost-effectiveness,
but at the same time create robust quality
products lasting clients for decades to come.
Rafferty take into account all of their client’s
requirements and exact specifications,
regarding the client’s property shape, the
client’s utilisation of roof space and any
safety concerns the client may have.
It is important to note that the company’s
range of web joists are perfect for either
home or commercial use, and the ideal
solution for heat retention. If a client is
looking to fix a floor, deck or ceiling, the
company’s 72mm wide flanges provide a
large surface area that is compatible with a
variety of solid joist sizes.
The company’s extensive joist system can
also be made to measure, dependent on
the clients own specifications and property
demand.
Moreover, the company’s additional roofing
accessories include: roof timbers, lead, roof
lights, felt underlays, PVC fascias, soffits,
ventilation and much more. All additional
roofing materials are manufactured by a
range of industry manufacturers, including
Swish, Keylite and Velux. Rafferty also supply
a range of tiles from suppliers such as
Redland and Quinn Rooftiles.
If you would like any more information on
Rafferty Roof Trussers, call them on the
number listed below. Alternatively, if you
would like to view an extensive range of their
products and services, feel free to visit their
website.
Contact
T +44 (0)2870 869060/+44 (0)3455 216145
info@raffertyrooftrusses.co.uk
www.raffertyrooftrusses.co.uk
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Leaders in sanitation
The Midlands based company was first set up as
a provider of sanitation, targeting the leisure and
marine markets. However since then, the business has
expanded year upon year and as such, the business
now caters to a range of industries, including the
domestic, commercial, industrial and welfare sectors.
Providing marine sanitation to include, complete
packages, spare parts, service kits and tools,
LeeSan not only supply to a vast array of different
clients but also manufacture and provide design
service, maintenance and technical support. They
are strategically located in Warwickshire near major
transport links with a warehouse in Fenny Compton
that covers 6,500 sq. ft of space. They
stock a wide range of spare parts and
accessories from all the biggest sanitation
manufacturers worldwide.

tenants of The Green Blue, the environmental policy of
BM and RYA, which protects the UK’s treasured marine
and leisure sector.
Contact
T +44 (0)1295 770000
www.leesan.com

LeeSan supply a large variety of different
sanitation and plumbing components
including: toilets, hoses and pipe fittings,
tanks, spare parts for toilets and pumps,
consumables, tank accessories, selfpump out kits, service kits, flush water
treatments, water systems, bilge water
filtration, seats and lids, waste transfer
systems and a whole host more.
When it comes to sanitation solutions,
LeeSan are a cut above the competition,
offering equipment for log cabins,
caravans, steam trains, event toilets,
caravan toilets, corporate hospitality
toilets in even the most remote locations.
They also offer cutting edge pump out
equipment, having worked with some of
the largest and most prestigious marinas
in the UK, Europe and the Middle East.
A part of LeeSan’s reputability comes from
the fact that they are members of British
Marine and even have staff on the BM
Council, BM Environmental committee, BM
Thames Valley committee, the UK Harbour
Masters Association and The Yacht
Harbour Association. In addition, LeeSan
are proud supporters of sustainable and
ethical boating. LeeSan subscribe to the

J L PHILLIPS
BIOMASS & HEAT PUMP SPECIALISTS

MCS Accredited Specialists in
the design, installation and
maintenance of biomass boilers
and heat pumps for commercial
and domestic properties
across the UK

Tel: 01636 642790
Web: www.jlphillips.co.uk
Email: info@jlphillips.co.uk
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Sorting all your Storage Solutions
Founded in 2004, BIGDUG is a specialist
storage solution provider based in Gloucester
and Mitcheldean that forms part of TAKKT, an
internationally operational business equipment
company. With its extensive product portfolio you
will be sure to have all of your storage needs
met; ably sourcing the best shelving, racking and
packing components for your set application.

BIGDUG specialise in everything storage,
providing market leading shelving facilities,
work benches, pallet trucks, plastic storage
boxes and industrial mats. It is their wide
range products that have attracted a large
audience of customers, particularly those
working within the warehouse, retail,
manufacturing and engineering industries.

Whether you want to refurbish your
warehouse, stockroom, factory, garage or
industrial unit, they have a range of stock
that will fit your needs, with their products
found in facilitates offices, garages and
workshops up and down the country.
Clients utilise products from BIGDUG for two

core reasons – to save them significant
amounts of space and time. They can also
make the most out of competitive price
rates and an exceptional level of customer
service. For even better value there is a
‘lowest price promise’ in play, meaning
if individuals find a lower price on any of
their products then BIGDUG will match
it. Big discounts are offered if products
are bought in bulk, so stock up today if
you are looking to save money on your
shelving and racking resources.

BIGDUG storage solutions promise
durability and functionality in different
workplaces and have been specifically
developed to withstand considerable
loads whilst looking aesthetically pleasing.
If individuals are unsure as to what item
would best suit their environment then
they can consult with an industry expert,
who will be more than happy to make
appropriate suggestions and offer advice.
Get in touch with BIGDUG today if you
would like to find out more. Signing up to
the email newsletter will grant you access
to exciting new product updates, exclusive
offers and membership benefits.
Contact
T 0800 088 6300
info@bigdug.co.uk
www.bigdug.co.uk

sponsors this issue of BCR UK: see them on page 16-17
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Glass & Glazing News
Sunfold Systems are proud to present the MINIM Door.
With slender profile sight-lines and fantastic thermal values, MINIM stands alone in terms of
design, technology and aesthetic appeal.
Constructed to endure high volume use, varying season demands and impressive panel sizes.
MINIM offers expansive views with clarity and precision, light is so important in today’s modern
home and is paramount to the Sunfold method.
Effortless operation and high security offer continued enjoyment of the system, relax in the
comfort of a warm home through architectural design and cutting-edge technology.

Composite Solutions: Invi & Fusion blend a unique construction of internal timber and low
maintenance external aluminium cladding.
With a variety of finishes, the timber can be tailor matched to compliment your internal design
scheme.
High security locking as standard, with extreme weather performance.
The fusion window transcends building regulations whilst retaining elegant and aesthetic
appeal.

Folding Door: The SFTS80 uses sophisticated design to incorporate thermally broken and
insulated aluminium profiles. Specially engineered to enable large glass panels to be moved
effortlessly across the widest of elevations, maximising your views and bringing the outside in.
The innovative system incorporates a unique internal pressure seal that is activated at the turn
of the handle, creating a sliding folding door suitable for use in the most exposed and extreme
environments, providing a market leading thermal performance.

Roof Glazing: Plays an integral role in creating light and space within the home. Rooflights,
lanterns and panoramic glass flood a room with natural daylight. Sunfold Systems offer a
variety of solutions to enhance your vertical glazing.
Winter Gardens: The SF Winter Garden is unique to the market and offers endless versatile
design possibilities. Using sophisticated engineering the system is compatible with most of our
vertical glazing solutions.
For simplistic lean to roofs to full glass and aluminium structures, each project is rigorously
tested and qualified for each onsite scenario.

www.sunfold.com

T: 01953 423423

Email: info@sunfold.com
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